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Summary
Approximately 25% of all new drugs approved annually by the American Food and
Drug Administration are peptides or proteins. As a class of molecules they are for example
versatile catalysts and binding agents (etc.), and can have high bioactivity and specificity.
This has led to their application in the treatment of e.g., cancer, diabetes, degenerative
diseases, infectious diseases, and enzyme deficiency disorders. However, also as a class of
molecules, peptides and proteins can display a number of common shortcomings such as short
circulation half-life in vivo upon systemic administration, susceptibility to proteolysis, and
generation of immune responses. Various strategies have been explored to overcome these
issues and thus improve their performance as therapeutics. One important strategy, which is
also the main focus of this thesis, is to conjugate polymers to their solvent-exposed functional
groups. This can increase their hydrodynamic radius to prevent renal excretion, provide a
steric shield to prevent proteolysis, and convey stealth-like characteristics to the protein by
masking epitopes from opsonins and immune recognition. The polymer most often used for
this purpose is α-methoxy poly(ethylene glycol) (mPEG), and the strategy itself is commonly
simply referred to as “PEGylation”. The major caveat of PEGylation is that efficient
protection of the protein, obtained by conjugation of numerous polymer chains, often comes
at the expense of bioactivity. This thesis explores how this dogma can be circumvented using
a comb-shaped analog of mPEG, poly(oligoethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate
(pOEGMA).
Chapter 1 provides readers with a general introduction to protein drugs, including the
major obstacles to their use. The major strategies applied to overcome these obstacles,
including protein engineering, PEGylation, and PEGylation with pOEGMA, are discussed.
In Chapter 2, a general discussion of the thermo-sensitivity, dynamic self-assembly
properties, and protein-repellant characteristics of pOEGMA is provided. More specifically, it
encompasses a presentation of the relationship between pOEGMA’s behavior in these
applications and its molecular characteristics as well as the conformation of its main-chain.
Overall, the bulk of the studies reported all consistently indicate that main-chain length, sidechain length, concentration, salts, chemical alterations, etc. have similar effects on pOEGMA,
independently of whether it is isolated in solution or present within a more complex system.
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This section therefore highlights that lessons learned from one application may provide useful
insight for present and future avenues of research.
In Chapter 3, pOEGMA is grafted to the enzyme α-chymotrypsin. By preparing and
analyzing more than 100 distinct pOEGMA–α-chymotrypsin conjugates, a detailed picture of
the behavior of pOEGMA on the surface of a protein was obtained. Simple 1H NMR
spectroscopy in combination with the catalytic properties of α-chymotrypsin were used to
analyze the conformational/permeability properties of protein-bound monolayers of
pOEGMA. Remarkably, control of polymer conformation and inter-penetration produced a
thus far overlooked molecular sieving effect. The application of this effect for the “smart”
PEGylation of proteins is portrayed, from which insight is provided for the design of other
therapeutic bio-conjugates and functional coatings with selective permeability properties.
Chapter 4 extends the in vitro work from the previous chapter and exemplifies the
application of the knowledge gained for the optimization of a therapeutic protein,

L-

asparaginase, in vivo. Nineteen pOEGMA–L-asparaginase conjugates were prepared and
characterized. Selected conjugates were analyzed in vivo. Based on the guidelines established
in Chapter 3, the pOEGMA coating could be tailored to impart exceptionally low
immunogenicity, with a commensurably low loss of therapeutic activity.
The general discussion and outlook, Chapter 5, describes the major achievements of
this doctoral study. This last chapter also addresses the limitations of the research and what
needs to be investigated further. In addition, how this research can benefit the society is
discussed.
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Zusammenfassung
Bei etwa 25% aller Arzneistoffe, die durch die U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) jährlich neu zugelassen werden, handelt es sich um Peptide oder Proteine. Peptid- und
Proteinarzneistoffe besitzen u.a. enzymatische oder regulierende Effekte und zeichnen sich
durch hohe Wirksamkeit und Spezifität aus. Aufgrund dieser Eigenschaften werden sie
besonders

zur

Behandlung

schwerwiegender

Erkrankungen

wie

Krebs,

Diabetes,

degenerativen und infektiösen Erkrankungen sowie Enzymmangelerkrankungen eingesetzt.
Peptid- und Proteinarzneistoffe besitzen jedoch auch diverse Nachteile, wie beispielsweise
eine kurze Verweildauer in vivo nach systemischer Verabreichung, Anfälligkeit auf
Proteolyse und das Auslösen einer Immunantwort gegen die verbreichten Proteine. Es werden
verschiedenste Strategien verfolgt, um Wirksamkeit und Sicherheit von Proteinarzneistoffen
zu verbessern. Eine dieser Strategien, die auch das Hauptthema dieser Dissertation darstellt,
besteht in der Konjugation von therapeutischen Proteinen mit Polymeren. Dies führt u.a. zur
Vergrösserung des hydrodynamischen Radius, wodurch eine renale Ausscheidung
verlangsamt oder vermieden wird. Ebenso kann durch die sterische Abschirmung die
Proteolyse vermindert oder vermieden werden. Schliesslich können Opsonine binde
Oberflächenstrukturen (Epitope), maskiert werden (sogenannter “stealth“ Effekt), was die
Erkennung des verabreichten Proteins durch Immunzellen erschwert. Ein häufig verwendetes
Polymer zur Konjugation an Proteinarzneistoffe is ist das α-Methoxy-polyethylenglykol
(mPEG); diese Strategie wird vereinfachend als “Pegylierung“ bezeichnet. Ein Nachteil der
Pegylierung

ist

die

häufig

beobachtete

Verminderung

der

Wirksamkeit

von

Proteinarzneistoffen. Diese Dissertation erforscht Möglichkeiten, dieses Dogma zu
überwinden, indem anstelle von linearen PEG kammförmige Analogons des mPEG, nämlich
Poly(oligoethylenglykol)methylether-methacrylat (pOEGMA), zur Biokonjuagtion verwendet
werden.
Kapitel 1 bietet eine generelle Einführung in Proteinarzneistoffe, wobei
insbesondere grundlegende Probleme bei ihrem therapeutischen Einsatz besprochen werden.
Es werden zudem wichtige Strategien zu Überwindung der bekannten Nachteile dieser
Arzneistoffklasse diskutiert, namentlich Proteinmodifikationen wie Pegylierung und
Pegylierung mit pOEGMA.
Kapitel 2 befasst sich mit der Thermosensitivität, der der dynamischen
Selbstorganisation und der proteinabweisenden Eigenschaften von pOEGMA. Speziell
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werden die Zusammenhänge zwischen Struktur- und Verhaltenseigenschaften von pOEGMA
im Kontext von Proteinkonjugation besprochen. Die publizierten Studien zeigen einhellig,
dass die Längen der Haupt- und Seitenketten, die Konzentration von pOEGMA, die
Anwesenheit und Konzentration von Salzen, sowie chemische Modifikationen die
Eigenschaften von pOEGMA in vergleichbarer Weise verändern, unabhängig davon ob
pOEGMA isoliert in Lösung vorliegt oder gebunden in einem komplexeren System. Daraus
lässt sich ableiten, dass Erkenntnisse mit einem definierten Protein-pOEGMA-Konjugat auch
nützliche Einblicke für andere Forschungsgegenstände geben können.
Kapitel 3 beschreibt die Untersuchungen zur Bindung von pOEGMA an das Enzym
α-Chymotrypsin. Durch Synthese und Analyse von mehr als 100 verschiedenenen pOEGMAα-Chymotrypsin-Konjugaten konnte ein detailliertes Bild des Verhaltens von pOEGMA an
der Oberfläche eines Proteins erhalten werden. Mittels einfacher 1H NMR Spektroskopie und
Messung der katalytischen Eigenschaften des α-Chymotrypsins wurden Konformation und
Permeabilität von pOEGMA-α-Chymotrypsin Monolayern bestimmt. Es zeigte sich, dass
durch die Kontrolle der Polymerkonformation und der Polymerketten-Interpenetration ein
bisher weitgehend unbeachteter molekularer Siebeffekt erzielt werden kann. Die Nutzung
dieses Effekts zur „intelligenten“ PEGylierung von Proteinen wird diskutiert, um in Zukunft
andere therapeutische Biokonjugate und funktionelle Protein-Umhüllungen mit selektiv
permeablen Eigenschaften herzustellen.
In Kapitel 4 werden die in vitro Untersuchungen des vorangegangen Kapitels
weitergeführt und die erhaltenen Kenntnisse zur Optimierung eines therapeutischen Proteins,
L-Asparaginase, in in vivo Experimenten validiert. Dazu wurden 19 pOEGMA-LAsparaginase-Konjugate hergestellt und charakterisiert. Ausgewählte Konjugate wurden
daraufhin in vivo analysiert. Basierend auf den Leitlinien, welche in Kapitel 3 etabliert
wurden, konnte eine massgeschneiderte Umhüllung von L-Asparaginase mit pOEGMA erzielt
werden, die einen vergleichsweise geringen Verlust der therapeutischen Aktivität bei
aussergewöhnlich niedriger Immunogenität des Proteinkonjugats ergab .
Die allgemeine Zusammenfassung und der Ausblick in Kapitel 5 beschreiben die
Haupterfolge dieser Dissertation. Dieses letzte Kapitel behandelt auch die Grenzen dieser
Forschungsarbeit sowie zukünftige Forschungsthemen. Zusätzlich wird diskutiert, wie die
Gesellschaft von den erzielten Erkenntnissen profitieren kann.
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1.1 . What are protein drugs and what are they used for?
Biological macromolecules are produced by all living cells and serve a variety of
functions as e.g., structural components, signal transporter, hormones, biocatalysts,
repositories of information, etc.[1] Proteins represent a class of such bio-macromolecules, and
can be regarded as sequence-defined polymers constructed of amino acid repeating units. Due
to their precisely folded structure, which guides the orientation of their functional side-chains,
proteins can possess properties such as high binding affinity/selectivity, chemical reactivity,
etc.[2-4] Such attributes make them interesting for use as drugs, which explains why roughly
one quarter of all new drugs approved by the US FDA are peptides/proteins.[5-6] These are
used for the treatment of a variety of diseases such as cancer, enzyme deficiency disorders,
protein-dysfunction disorders, degenerative diseases, infectious diseases, etc.[1,5-6]
Historically, the first therapeutic protein drug approved was insulin, which was used
for the treatment of diabetes mellitus.[1,4] At present, there exists over 200 protein drugs in
clinical use.[4] Protein therapy is a huge and promising market with, for instance, therapeutic
antibodies representing alone a ~16.7 billon US dollar market in 2008.[7] Protein therapeutics
can be classified into four different groups based on their function and therapeutic application
(Figure 1.1).[1] The majority of FDA approved protein drugs are recombinant human proteins,
including monoclonal antibodies, interferons, vaccines, hormones, and natural/modified
enzymes.[1-2,4]
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Figure 1.1. Classification of therapeutic proteins
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1.2 . What are the major limitations and obstacles of protein drugs?
As a class of therapeutic agents, proteins share a number of common limitations.[1]
Firstly, owing to the compact size, systemically administered proteins often possess a short in
vivo circulation half-life (due to renal filtration). In addition, proteins are sensitive to
hydrolysis and proteolysis, which may contribute to short half-life and/or loss of activity.[8-10]
The second most important limitation is that protein drugs may trigger an immune response
that can provoke rapid elimination and potentially serious side-effects such as hypersensitivity
reactions.[11-13] From a biotechnological standpoint, proteins often require correct folding and
post-translational modifications such as glycosylation, phosphorylation, and proteolytic
cleavage in order to be active. Given that proteins are already intrinsically complex molecules,
this can further complicate their production.[1,8,14] Finally, a final important limitation can be
the cost associated the development and production of certain types of protein therapeutics,
such as antibodies.[1,15]

1.3 . How are these obstacles addressed?
Various strategies have been explored to address the challenges described above. For
instance, manipulation of the sequence of the protein itself, also known as protein engineering,
is a powerful approach for overcoming specific pitfalls associated with certain proteins. For
example, the immunogenicity of recombinant antibodies produced in e.g., E.coli can be
eliminated by replacing the constant Fc region, responsible for immune response, with a
human analog.[16-19] In addition, formulation strategies including loading of protein drugs
within micro/nanoparticles, micelles, micro/nanogels, liposomes, etc., can be exploited to
increase the circulation time in the body and/or provide a means for long-term sustained
delivery.[20] Further elaboration on these strategies, beyond the selected examples in Table 1.1,
goes beyond the scope of this thesis and the interested reader is referred to excellent reviews
by others.[4,21-26] The final strategy, and the topic of this thesis, is to conjugate polymers to
proteins. This can increase their hydrodynamic radius to prevent renal excretion, provide a
steric shield to prevent proteolysis, and convey stealth-like characteristics to the protein by
masking epitopes from opsonizing agents. As the most frequently employed polymer for this
purpose is α-methoxy-poly(ethylene glycol) (mPEG), this strategy is often simply referred to
as “PEGylation”.
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Table 1.1. Selected examples of strategies applied to overcome the limitations (such as poor
stability, short half-life, high immunogenicity) of protein drugs
Proteins

Applications in
clinic

Trade names

Strategies and references

Humalog®
Tresiba®
Insulin

Diabetes

Lantus®
Levemir

®

Novopen

Pegasys®

Interferon α2b

HC, CHB

PEG-Intron®

ADA

RA, psoriasis,
and sarcoidosis

IGF-1

Growth failure

BMP7

TFN, LSF

[27] [28] [29] [30] [31]

,

HC, CHB

ALL

polymeric micelles,
,

,

,

®

Interferon α2a

ASNase

Protein engineering, nanoparticles,
microneedles,

Elspar®

PEGylation, hydrogels,
microspheres, [32], [33], [34]
PEGylation, liposomes, [32], [35]

Oncaspar®

PEGylation, nanoparticles,
liposomes, [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]

Adagen®

PEGylation, [41]

Increlex®
iPlex

Liposomes, microspheres,
nanoparticles, [42], [43], [44]

OP1®

Human recombinant protein, [45],[46]

®

Epogen®
EPO

Malaria vaccine

Cancer,
inflammatory
bowel disease,
anemia
Malaria

Eprex®
Binocrit®

Protein engineering, microspheres,
polymeric micelles, [47], [48]

Mircera®
Mosquirix®

Microspheres, [49]

HC: Hepatitis C; CHB: Chronic hepatitis B; ASNase: L-asparaginase ; ALL: Acute lymphoblastic
leukemia; ADA: Adenosine deaminase; RA: Rheumatoid arthritis; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth
factor I; BMP7: Bone morphogenic protein 7; TFN: Tibial fracture nonunion ; LSF: Lumbar
spinal fusion; EPO: Erythropoietin.
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1.4 . What is PEGylation?

In the 1970s, Professor Frank F. Davis demonstrated that attaching mPEG (Figure 1.2),
an inert and hydrophilic polymer, to proteins extended their circulation lifetime and
significantly reduced their immunogenicity.[50] Following these initial studies, extensive
studies have ensued on the PEGylation of various proteins, small-molecule drugs, drug
delivery systems, etc.[51-54] Discussion of the abundant literature on the PEGylation of smallmolecules and drug delivery systems goes beyond the scope of this thesis and shall not be
treated further. The interested reader is referred to excellent reviews on the topic.[52,55-57]
mPEG mostly owes its popularity to being one of the first synthetically accessible
well-defined polymers to be simultaneously protein-reactive and biocompatible.[52-53,58-59] A
variety of reactive mPEG derivatives are commercially available for conjugation to different
functional handles on proteins (Figure 1.2). Numerous strategies and coupling chemistries for
the selective conjugation of mPEG to proteins exist and are reviewed in detail elsewhere.[5253,57-58,60-61]

The major advantages PEGylation confers to proteins include:
•

Improved water solubility for hydrophobic proteins

•

Increased size to prevent/reduce renal clearance

•

Enhanced protection from proteolytic degradation

•

Shielding of epitopes to minimize immune reactions

•

Extended circulation life in bloodstream

•

Reduced dosage frequency, without diminished efficacy with potentially reduced
toxicity

•

Opportunities for new delivery formats and dosing regimens

•

Extended patent life of previously approved drugs
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Figure 1.2. Conjugation between proteins and mPEGs. Interested readers seeking
familiarization regarding this topic can get more details in some related reviews.[52-53,57-58,60-62]
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Nowadays, PEGylation is a well-accepted strategy for optimizing biopharmaceuticals,
especially peptide and protein drugs. Some PEGylated small molecules and protein drugs
have been approved by the American Food and Drug Administration and are on the market,
examples of which are listed in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Examples of FDA approved PEGylated protein drugs
Protein drugs

Trade names

References

Interferon α2a

Pegasys®

[63]

Interferon α2b

PEG-Intron®

[64]

Anti-TNFα antibody fragment

Cimzia®

[65]

Adenosine deaminase

Adagen®

[41]

L-asparaginase

Oncaspar®

[66]

Urate oxidase

Krystexxa®

[67]

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)

Neulasta®

[68]

Continuous erythropoietin (EPO) receptor activator (CERA)

Mircera®

[62]

Growth hormone (GH) receptor antagonist (Pegvisomant)

Somavert®

[69]

1.5 . What are the limitations of PEGylation?
PEGylation has three major limitations. The first is that mPEG is a non-biodegradable
polymer that may accumulate in the body, and in particular in the liver, if its molecular weight
is above the critical threshold for renal excretion (~40 kDa).[57,70-74] Indeed, the accumulation
of mPEG in the liver has been observed, though the toxicological consequences of this remain
unknown.[75] Secondly, when a large number of mPEG chains are conjugated to a protein,
masking of binding sites and catalytic sites is expected. This can result in a partial or total loss
of bioactivity. Finally, incomplete shielding of the protein by mPEG can result in the
development of immune reactions to the conjugate that are similar to those developed by the
native protein. The last two limitations are highly interrelated and dictate the compromise that
must be made between protecting the protein and maintaining its activity.
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1.6 . How are limitations of PEGylation addressed?
Much work is currently underway to mitigate the limitations above. The most
commonly varied parameters are mPEG grafting density and molecular weight.[57,76]
Considering the extensive investigates in this field, numerous synthetic polymers,
polypeptides, and polysaccharides have been grafted to proteins, some examples of which can
be found in Table 1.3.[60-61] Until the advent of controlled/living polymerization techniques,
however, most of these bio-conjugates remained ill-defined with little opportunity to
systematically control parameters such as polymer architecture and functionality (via its
pendant functional groups). Control of these parameters is now a reality and studies
investigating opportunities inaccessible to classic PEGylation with mPEG are beginning to
emerge. For instance, Keefe and Jiang have shown that a poly(zwitterionic) polymer grafted
to α-chymotrypsin strongly stabilized the latter, even towards strong denaturants, via noncovalent interactions between the polymer and the protein.[77] Our own group has
demonstrated how the functionality of different polymers grafted to proline-specific
endopeptidases could be manipulated to stabilize and alter the dwell time of these enzymes at
different stages of the gastrointestinal tract.[78] In this case electrostatic and/or hydrophobic
interactions between the polymer and either the protein or the mucin lining the stomach
strongly altered the bioactivity of the endopeptidase.
One of the few well-defined architecturally complex polymers to have been grafted to
polymers is a comb-shaped analog of mPEG, poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether
methacrylate) (pOEGMA, Figure 1.3). Indeed, several studies have shown that pOEGMA can
impart similar properties proteins as mPEG in vivo. For example, Chilkoti and co-workers
have

conjugated one pOEGMA chain to the C terminus of intein fusion GFP and to the N

terminus amine of myoglobin to increase their circulation lifetime.[79-80] According to their
results, pOEGMA modified proteins showed increased circulation time and tumor
accumulation compared to the native proteins after intravenous administration to mice. Ryan
et al. conjugated pOEGMA to the N-terminal cysteine of salmon calcitonin (sCT).[81] The
authors observed that the pOEGMA–sCT conjugates exhibited similar bioactivity to native
protein but were more resistant to metabolism by serine proteases, intestinal and liver
homogenates, and serum. The sCT–pOEGMA conjugate possessed an extended circulation
half-live compared to mPEG–sCT and to the native protein in rats. Magnusson et al. have
prepared conjugates composed of recombinant human growth hormone (rh-GH) and
pOEGMA.[82] pOEGMA–rh-GH conjugates showed higher stability to denaturation and
13
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proteolysis relative to native protein. Furthermore, the bioavailability of pOEGMA–rh-GH
conjugates was significantly better than that of the native protein in rats. As a comb-shaped
polymer, pOEGMA is expected to adopt a more-or-less defined conformation in solution,
either as an ellipsoid or as a cylinder, which differs from the random coil expected for mPEG.
This particularity is expected to project pOEGMA chains away from the protein and thus
interfere to a lesser extent with its bioactivity. However, despite the commercial availability
of OEGMA monomers with different molecular weights and the simplicity with which
pOEGMA can be synthesized, even directly from the surface of the protein, little systematic
exploration of how polymer architecture, via the comb structure of pOEGMA, exists on how
this parameter can manipulate bio-conjugate properties.
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Table 1.3. Selected examples of protein–polymer conjugates.
Polymers

Structure of polymers

Proteins

References

Strepavidin, IgG,

[83] [84] [85]

lipase, trypsin

[86] [87]

IgG

[88]

PVCL

Trypsin

[89]

PMAA

dGAPDH

[90]

PAA

Hb

[91]

Dextran

SK, SOD

[92] [93]

PGA

rPA, rEA

[94] [95]

HPMA

IgG , BSA

[96] [97]

SMA

NCS

[98]

n

PNIPAAM

O

NH

NIPAM-GMA
copolymer
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PCB

CT

[77]

PG1

PEPs

[78]

Albumin,
PL

horseradish

[99]

peroxidise

Alginate

Tetanus toxoid

[100]

Chitosan

Ovalbumin

[101]

PNIPAAM: poly(N-isopropylacrylamide); NIPAM-GMA: N-isopropyl acrylamide–glycidyl
methacrylate; PVCL: poly(N-vinyl caprolactam); PMAA: poly (methacrylic acid); PAA:
poly(acrylic acid); PGA: poly(glutamic acid); HPMA: N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide;
SMA: poly(styrene-co-maleic acid/anhydride); PCB: poly(carboxybetaine); PG1: poly-(3,5bis(3-aminopropoxy)benzyl)-methacrylate; PL: poly(lysine); IgG: immunoglobulin G;
dGAPDH: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; SOD: superoxide dismutase; Hb:
hemoglobin; SK: streptokinase; rPA: recombinant protective antigen ; rEA: recombinant
exotoxin A; BSA: bovine serum albumin; NCS: neocarzinostatin; αCT: α-chymotrypsin;
PEPs: proline-specific endopeptidases.
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1.7. What is the major hypothesis of this thesis?
The major hypothesis of this thesis is that the architecture of the comb polymer
pOEGMA is an important design parameter for altering the bioactivity of proteins in a manner
inaccessible to linear polymers such as mPEG. As an exciting and emerging polymer with a
variety of characteristic attributes, Chapter 2 provides an overview of the current state of
knowledge on the physical chemistry of pOEGMA in solution, within bio-conjugates, and
grafted to solid substrates.
To test the hypothesis above, Chapter 3 describes the synthesis of a library of over 100
unique pOEGMA–α-chymotrypsin conjugates with systematic alteration of grafting density,
pOEGMA backbone length, and pOEGMA side-chain length. Simple 1H NMR spectroscopy
and

the

catalytic

properties

of

α-chymotrypsin

are

used

to

analyze

the

conformational/permeability properties of protein-bound monolayers of pOEGMA. Control of
polymer conformation and inter-penetration produced a thus far overlooked molecular sieving
effect (Figure 1.3), that is, small molecules could easily diffuse through the pOEGMA coating
towards the active site of the protein, while large molecules, such as antibodies, could not.
Chapter 4 follows-up on this analysis and demonstrates in the in vivo setting that
modification of a protein with a polymer of appropriate architecture can impart exceptionally
low immunogenicity, with a commensurably low loss of therapeutic activity. For the model
protein

L-asparaginase,

a pOEGMA bio-conjugate significantly outperformed the linear

polymer control in terms of lower immune response and more sustained bioactivity. The
semi-permeability characteristics of the coatings were consistent with the phase diagram of
the polymer, which will facilitate the application of this strategy to other proteins and with
other therapeutic models.
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Figure 1.3. Comparison of proteins modified with linear polymers and comb-shaped
polymers. 1) Linear polymers in protein─(linear polymer) conjugate may have
interpenetration due to randomly bending. 2) Illustration of molecular sieving effect which
could be possessed by comb-shaped polymer coatings on protein surfaces at specific
architecture. 3) Structure of comb-shaped polymer pOEGMA.
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Chapter 2
How conformation affects the function of the combshaped polymer poly(oligoethylene glycol) methyl
ether methacrylate
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2.1. Introduction
Since the discovery of its thermosensitivity in 2003[102] and its protein-repellant
properties in 2004,[103] poly(oligoethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (pOEGMA) has
attracted substantial interest from the polymer and biotech communities.[104-108] Well-defined
homo- and co-polymers of pOEGMA are easily accessible synthetically via several modern
controlled/”living” polymerization reactions, and a number of OEGMA monomers are
available commercially (Fig. 2.1).[108-113] Additionally, the polymerization reaction can take
place in aqueous media which enables interfacing with biomaterials.[104,113-114] Furthermore,
pOEGMA chains can be directly grown from initiator-functionalized (bio)macromolecules
and solid substrates, providing access to bio-hybrid materials relevant for the biotechnological
sector.[109-110,113-115]
From a physical–chemical standpoint, this comb-shaped polymer is particular because
its backbone is hydrophobic and its side-chains are amphiphilic (Fig. 1). Modifying side-chain
length alters the affinity of the entire polymer system towards water, which in turn influences
the conformation of the main-chain and ultimately its solubility, self-assembly characteristics,
etc. A number of studies have correlated pOEGMA’s performance in a given application to its
molecular characteristics and to the conformation of its main-chain. However, a discussion of
the broader nature of these relationships, obtained by comparing and associating observations
made for pOEGMA in solution, within complex (bio)macromolecular systems, and grafted to
solids, is missing. Such a discussion is important for establishing a better global
understanding of the opportunities available and challenges remaining for the use of
pOEGMA as a functional macromolecular entity.
This contribution is divided into three major sections, which successively discuss the
soluble-to-insoluble transition of pOEGMA in aqueous and alcohol solutions, pOEGMAguided supramolecular assembly, and the protein-repellant properties of pOEGMA when
grafted to solid substrates and to (bio)macromolecules. For simplicity, the term “pOEGMA”
is used irrespectively of nature of the main-chain (i.e., acrylate or methacrylate) or the termini
of the side-chains (i.e., hydroxyl, methyl ether, etc.). When the polymer analyzed differs
specifically from poly(oligoethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate, the differences are
mentioned in the text.
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Figure 2.1. Chemical structure of pOEGMA, nomenclature, and selected commercially
available monomers discussed herein.
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2.2. Solution thermosensitivity
2.2.1. Thermosensitivity in aqueous solution
The most widely advertised solution property of pOEGMA is its thermosensitivity, as
first described by Han et al.[102] At low temperature, pOEGMA is soluble in water due to the
hydration of its side-chains. However, with the increasing of temperature, the latter dehydrate,
which causes the polymer to collapse onto itself and ultimately aggregate and precipitate. The
temperature at which this process begins is referred to as the lower critical solution
temperature (LCST).[116-117] The transition from soluble to insoluble, referred to as a cloudpoint when measured by turbidimetry, is sharp, reversible, and displays little hysteresis.
Narrow molecular weight P2 and P3 (Figure 2.1) showed that cloud points decreased slightly
(~2°C) with increasing total molecular weight.[118-119] In addition, higher molecular weight
polymers showed sharper transitions, suggesting that the longer polymer chains more easily
form inter-molecular and/or intra-molecular entanglements that promote more rapid
aggregation, and thus phase separation.[118-120] Only a small difference of polymer
stereoregularity on cloud-point was observed. It should be noted that because turbidity
measurements rely on inter-molecular aggregation, measured cloud-points values can differ
from the real LCST, the thermodynamic temperature at which phase change occurs. Ishizone
et al.[121] showed a clear relationship between the side-chain length and the cloud-point of P2,
P3, P4 prepared by anionic polymerization. Further increasing the side-chain length raises the
cloud-point, and the highest reported values are for P9, which has a cloud-point at around 90
ºC.[120] Using automated parallel synthesis, Becer et al.[119] synthesized a library of pOEGMA
homo-polymers and confirmed within this very large parameter space that main-chain length
had only a slight effect on cloud-point, while the effect of side-chain length was large. It is
straightforward to prepare pOEGMA displaying thermosensitivity over a large temperature
range. However, owing to the insensitivity of LCST to main-chain length, it is difficult to
finely adjust the cloud-point around the value intrinsically dictated by side-chain length.
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2.2.2. Influence of chemical alteration on thermosensitivity in aqueous solution
Chemical modification of the pOEGMA platform has been investigated as a means of
addressing this challenge. For instance, replacing the terminal methyl group on the side-chain
by an ethyl reduced the cloud-points of the polymers by 20–25 º because of the lower
expected hydration of the side-chain.[119,121] Furthermore, alteration of both the α- and ωtermini of the main-chain had a substantial effect on thermosensitivity. For instance, Roth et
al.[122] systematically modified both termini of P5 (3 kDa), which modulated its cloud-point
over a 20 ºC range. Hydrophobic groups at either end of the polymer main-chain depressed
the cloud-point, and this effect was additive for modification at both ends. Charged groups
increased the cloud-point and could compensate for the effect of hydrophobic groups at the
other end. Similar observations were made by Soeriyadi et al.[115] This effect, however, was
observed for short polymers and it is reasonable to assume that it may become negligible once
the main-chain increases beyond a certain length, though this remains to be validated. Other
means of altering this parameter are necessary.

2.2.3. Thermosensitivity of copolymers or bioconjugates composed of pOEGMA
An important development in this area came from the discovery by Lutz and Hoth[123]
in 2006 that the cloud-point of pOEGMA could be predictably altered by statistical copolymerization of monomers with different side-chain lengths. For instance, while P2 and P9
exhibit cloud-points of 26 and ~90 ºC, respectively, the cloud-points of P2-stat-P9 (i.e.,
statistical co-polymers of P2 and P9) were between the aforementioned limits and scaled
linearly with co-monomer composition (Fig 2.2a). The cloud-points of P2-stat-P3 synthesized
by anionic polymerization also showed similar behavior, pointing to the general nature of the
phenomenon within the pOEGMA family.[121] With the new ability to finely tune the
thermosensitivity of pOEGMA around 37 ºC, interest has emerged in using this polymer in
biomedical applications. In line with this, the influences of a number of relevant additional
factors on the LCST of pOEGMA have been investigated such as concentration and presence
of salts. Between 1–10 g·L–1 in water, pOEGMA concentration was shown to not exert a very
large influence on the LCST.[124] For instance, a decrease of concentration from 5 to 0.5 g·L–1
increased the LCSTs of P2, P3, P5, P9, and P2-stat-P9 by ~6 ºC.[116] Furthermore, the cloudpoint of P2-stat-P9 exhibited a salting-out effect when the concentration of sodium chloride
was increased from 0–11 g·L–1 due to partial dehydration of the macromolecules.[124] A ~4 ºC
depression of the cloud-point was observed within this salt concentration range, and a
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depression of the LCST of ~3 ºC was also observed between pure water and physiological salt
concentrations. In addition, cloud-points in bovine plasma were 2 ºC lower than in phosphate
buffered saline, possibly indicating the involvement of serum proteins in the phase
transition.[116] Magnusson et al.[125] screened the influence of several salts of the Hofmeister
series (a classification of ions known for their ability to salt-in or -out proteins) on the
thermosensitivity of pOEGMA co-polymers. Very strong changes in cloud-points were
observed for strong chaotropes such as NaSCN, which increased their value, and for
kosmotropes such as Na2SO4, which lowered them (Fig. 2.2b). In fact, Na2SO4 altered the
turbidity curve from a one-step process in water (or NaCl) to a two-step one. The authors
attributed this phenomenon to the sulfate ions altering the association state of the co-polymers,
though the precise mechanism remains to be established.
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Figure 2.2. Tunable thermosensitivity of pOEGMA. (a) Plots of transmittance as a function
of temperature (670 nm, 1 ºC·min–1) measured for aqueous solutions (3 mg·mL–1) of a series
of co-polymers of P2-stat-P9 co-polymers (P9; shown as OEGMA in Figure). Solid lines:
heating cycle, dotted lines: cooling cycles.[123] (b) Influence of the concentration of Li+ and
Na+ salts of Hofmeister series ions on the LCST of P3.[125]
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It is interesting to note that the observations made in the preceding paragraph remain
applicable when pOEGMA is incorporated into more complex structures. For instance, Bebis
et al.[116] observed that the cloud-point of a bio-conjugate composed of two P2-stat-P3 chains
conjugated to salmon calcitonin was higher than that of the equivalent unconjugated polymer.
This shift was attributed to the small protein behaving as a hydrophilic end-group. Liu et
al.[126] have evaluated that the thermosensitivity of a library of pOEGMA–α-chymotrypsin
conjugates. The lack of influence of main-chain length and strong effect of side-chain length
were obvious features of this dataset (Fig. 2.3a). In addition, increasing grafting density of P9
from two to twelve pOEGMA chains per protein led to an strong depression of the cloudpoint by ~20 ºC (Fig. 2.3b), which the authors relate to a high local concentration of
pOEGMA.[116] High local pOEGMA concentrations increase the probability of adjacent
pOEGMA chains interacting and initiating an aggregation process. When grafted to the
hydrophobic polymer poly(arylene oxindole) (PArOx), the cloud-point of either P2 or P2-statP5 decreased.[127] In addition, the cloud point of PArOx-P2 is lower than that of PArOx-P2Stat-P5. This indicated that introducing hydrophobic fragment decreases the LCST of
pOEGMA and shorter OEGMA length leads to lower cloud-point of pOEGMA. Contrary to
the trends above, Mertoglu et al.[120] observed that the assembly of P9-block-poly(n-butyl
acrylate) into polymeric micelles caused a shift of the cloud-point of the P9 segment from 83
to 93 ºC, as measured by dynamic light scattering. This discordant observation was
rationalized as resulting from the confinement of pOEGMA in the polymeric shell, which
hindered its collapse.
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Figure 2.3. Thermosensitivity of a library of pOEGMA–protein conjugates. (a) The cloudpoint of the conjugates decreased with increasing side-chain length, though was largely
insensitive to main-chain length. (b) The cloud-point of the conjugates decreased with
grafting density. Color maps established as linear projections between data-points (black dots
are the mean of n = 3).[126] Note: x is the polymer density which means the number of
pOEGMA chains on each protein; n is the length of pOEGMA backbone; m is the length of
OEGMA side chains.

2.2.4. Thermosensitivity in alcohol
In addition to displaying thermosensitivity in aqueous media, pOEGMA also exhibits
an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) in both polar water-miscible alcohols (e.g.,
ethanol) as well as in non-polar alcohols (e.g., dodecanol). The UCST is defined as the critical
temperature below which pOEGMA collapses onto itself and ultimately aggregates and
precipitates. A linear dependence was observed between the UCST and the number of carbons
in 1-alkanol solvents. The soluble to insoluble transition as measured by turbidimetry (also
referred to as a cloud-point), which is associated to the UCST is sharp and reversible.
However, the molecular parameters of pOEGMA that influence this transition are different.
For instance, the cloud-point of P5 in isopropanol was found to increase with molecular
weight from 12.3 ºC (5.4 kDa) to 35.6 ºC (23.2 kDa), which contrasts to the insensitivity of
the LCST to this parameter.[128] Functional groups appended to the α- and ω-termini altered
the UCST of 5.4 kDa pOEGMA between –6.7°C and 15.1°C, depending on the chemical
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nature of the end groups. Observed trends were sometimes different than those established for
the LCST. Analysis of the UCST transition by proton nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy between 30 and 0 ºC indicated a gradual collapse of the side-chains onto the
main-chain, beginning at the ester linkage.[129] Polymer de-solvation was found to be a
material property and thus independent of concentration, though macroscopic phase
separation, which involves inter-chain aggregation was strongly dependent on concentration
(UCST increased with increasing concentration).

2.3. Supramolecular assembly
The soluble-to-insoluble transition of pOEGMA is a reliable and tunable process that
can be exploited to guide the self-assembly of either itself or other moieties into
supramolecular structures. Lutz et al.[130] have characterized this phenomenon for P2-stat-P9
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering
measurements. The authors observed that, shortly after dehydration, the collapsed
macromolecules rearrange by collision into stable mesoglobules (Fig. 2.4a). These
nanoparticles composed entirely of pOEGMA were stabilized by weak intermolecular
associations and re-dissolve readily upon cooling without any noticeable hysteresis. Slow
gradual heating through the LCST produced large mesoglobules (100–1000 nm), while
smaller ones with narrow size distributions were obtained when the solutions were heated
abruptly.[131] Larger mesoglobules were formed at higher concentration, though no clear trend
between diameter and pOEGMA composition was observed. In an interesting example,
Trzcinska et al.[132] showed that heating a solution of P2 bearing a terminal hydrophilic
pentapeptide unit resulted in the formation of spherical mesoglobules. The sizes of the
aggregates were easily controlled by changing the concentration and heating rate. The
peptides were fully accessible to enzymatic digestion, indicating that they formed the external
shell of the mesoglobule.
In addition to guiding its own self-assembly, the phase separation of pOEGMA has
been used to drive the self-assembly of more complex systems, including other polymers and
inorganic nanoparticles. For instance, Roth et al.
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isopropylacrylamide), poly(N,N-diethylacrylamide), or poly(pentafluorophenyl acrylate) in
isopropanol by cooling below the UCST. In the latter case, cross-linking of the shell led to a
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system that could be transferred into water while maintaining his hydrophilic core. In contrast,
in aqueous media, the size of polymer micelles formed from P5-block-peptide-block-poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) was influenced by the pOEGMA segment.[134] Increasing P5 main-chain
length led to a larger surface area requirement per polymer chain, and thus to a smaller
micelle size. Addition of salt partially dehydrated pOEGMA, which subsequently changed the
aspect ratio of the polymer, leading to an increased micelle size. In an elegant example of the
influence of the supramolecular assembly characteristics of pOEGMA on the assembly of
gold nanoparticles, Gibson et al.[135] demonstrated that the LCST of P9 could be controlled by
the size of the gold nanoparticles onto which it was grafted (Fig. 2.4a). The authors suggested
that this could be related to the fact that the ratio of polymer to gold is greater for smaller
particles. The latter could potentially influence local concentration, a parameter known to
impact the cloud-point in solution. Interestingly, they showed that binary mixtures of
pOEGMA-coated gold nanoparticles, each with distinct LCSTs, exhibited cooperative
thermosensitivity, and a single LCST that could be fine-tuned by adjusting the weight fraction
of the constituent nanoparticles. This phenomenon was exploited to selectively capture and
bind pOEGMA-coated nanoparticles to a surface modified with a complementary pOEGMA
brush. Selective assembly was achieved at a temperature above the LCST of the surface, but
below the LCST of the NPs in solution (Fig. 2.4b).
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Figure 2.4. Supramolecular assembly induced by pOEGMA. a) : Variation of the LCST of
binary mixtures of A@Au17 and A@Au47 with the mass fraction of A@Au17. The LCSTs of
polymer coated gold nanoparticles increase with decreasing gold core diameter. b). I):
Temperature-induced, selective surface assembly of polymer-coated gold nanoparticles above
the LCST of a polymer brush coated substrate. Particles A@Au17 but not B@Au18 are
covered with a complementary thermoresponsive polymer coating. II) and III) show UV-vis
absorption spectra of pOEGMA 232 coated glass slides following incubation with B@Au18 and
A@Au17, respectively. IV) : Adsorption of polymer-coated gold nanoparticles on glass
substrates coated with a 56 nm thick poly (2-ethylhexylmethacrylate) (PEHMA) (left) or 160
nm pOEGMA 232 brush (right).[135]
Note: In this figure, A@Au represent thermoresponsive pOEGMA coated gold nanoparticles;
B@Au represent non-thermoresponsive poly(N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide) coated
gold nanoparticles; Subscripts 17, 18 and 47 indicate the diameter (nm) of core gold
nanoparticle measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS).
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2.4. Non-fouling
2.4.1. Shielding of bulk solids
After thermosensitivity, the most second most investigated property of pOEGMA
lies in its ability to effectively repel protein adsorption. This property has been used to impart
so-called “non-fouling” properties to a variety of substrates, including inorganic solids,
biomolecules, etc. The influence of the molecular structure of pOEGMA on its non-fouling
properties has been most thoroughly characterized in the form of non-fouling coatings, or
“brushes”, for bulk solid substrates. In 2004, Ma et al.[103] first reported that a 15-nm thick P9
brush grown directly from the surface of gold displayed very low protein adsorption. Since
this report, a number of additional inorganic solids, including silicon (100) and silicon oxide,
have been protected with pOEGMA brushes.[136-139] In a systematic evaluation of the
molecular parameters of pOEGMA influencing non-fouling, Ma et al.[140] made the interesting
observation that the conformation of the main-chain changed from a collapsed to an extended
state above a certain length. This manifested itself during synthesis as brush thickness
increasing more rapidly at longer polymerization times (Fig. 2.5a) because, above a certain
main-chain length, it adopted an extended conformation that projected the active ω-terminus
of pOEGMA away from the surface, where it reacted more quickly. It was evidenced that
pOEGMA film exhibited efficient protein resistance and the protein absorption was below the
detection limit of surface plasmon resonance. In addition, protein resistance of the pOEGMA
films was dependent on their thickness and density. Gao et al.[141] examined the conformation
of P2-stat-P9 brushes on silicon surfaces in water by neutron reflectometry. Below the LCST
of the polymer, the volume fraction of water inside the brush was greater than 50%. However,
above the LCST, the brush collapsed and partially expelled water, yielding a distinct interface
between the polymer layer and water. Nevertheless, the fraction of water remained high, at
~30 vol%. Of particular interest, and in line with the observations of others,[142] effective nonfouling properties were observed in both the extended and collapsed states. These combined
results suggest that a hydration layer is probably still present at the polymer–water interface
even when the main-chain is collapsed and still effectively preventing the adsorption of
proteins. Tugulu and Klok[138] have observed that modification of the hydration layer can have
an impact on brush stability. Partial detachment of P9 (note: hydroxyl not methyl ether) from
silicon oxide occurred when immersed in cell culture medium, even though the brushes were
stable in water. Possible explanations of the authors were osmotic stress on the brush that
would add to the entropically disfavored stretched chain conformation and promote
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detachment. This could be circumvented by decreasing grafting density without
compromising non-fouling characteristics.

2.4.2. Shielding of biomolecules
In addition to the applications above, pOEGMA has been used to extend the
circulation lifetime of several proteins by increasing their hydrodynamic radius and
preventing opsonisation/enzymatic digestion.[79-80] Indeed, the protein-repellant characteristics
of pOEGMA have been exploited for repelling binding proteins such as antibodies as well as
reactive proteins such as enzymes. Ryan et al.[143] demonstrated that P23 conjugated to the Nterminus of the small protein salmon calcitonin increased its resistance to digestion by
intestinal enzymes. Interestingly, pOEGMA conjugation did not impart a large loss of
bioactivity, despite the fact that the latter involves binding to a large receptor.[81] Magnusson
et al.[82] conjugated 6–8 chains of P9 to human growth hormone and observed enhanced
stability under stress conditions such as magnetic stirring (to induce aggregation) and
enzymatic digestion by pepsin. In addition to providing a steric barrier to protein adsorption,
the hydrophobicity of the pOEGMA main-chain has been found in some cases to enhance
activity, possibly by creating a hydrophobic microenvironment that promotes the
sequestration of hydrophobic substrates. This was notably observed for a bio-conjugate of P2stat-P9 and trypsin.[144] pOEGMA has also been used for similar purposes to protect DNA
within self-assembled supramolecular structures such as complex coacervate core
micelles.[145-146] For example, Üzgun et al.[147] complexed plasmid DNA with a series of block
co-polymers of poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) and pOEGMA (P9, P23, and P45)
of variable composition but of equal total number of monomeric repeat units (~120).
Experimentally, the authors were able to show that pOEGMA largely reduced binding to the
surface of cells, while internalization was less affected. The surface charge gradually
decreased with increasing pOEGMA main-chain length, which the authors attributed to its
shielding effect. Compared to the polycation homo-polymer, the efficacy of DNA
complexation was also negatively affected by pOEGMA main-chain length. However, as the
polycation segment is responsible for DNA complexation via ionic interactions, this result
could also be related to the polycation segment becoming shorter within the library of
polymers tested. Further, complexation was efficient for short side-chains, but failed in the
case of P45, though the mechanism behind this remains to be elucidated.
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In addition to effectively repelling proteins, there has been some evidence in the
literature that pOEGMA coatings can be selectively permeable to smaller molecules. For
instance, Trmcic-Cvitas et al.[148] observed that molecular infiltration into P5 and P12 brushes
(note: hydroxyl not methyl ether) on gold surfaces was dictated by size. That is, smaller
proteins such as streptavidin (52.8 kDa) could diffuse throughout the brush whereas bulky
antibodies (~150 kDa) could only penetrate the upper layer. Recently, our group[126] extended
this concept and systematically examined the relationship between molecular characteristics
of pOEGMA brushes grafted to the protein α-chymotrypsin, their conformation, and their
permeability to molecules of different sizes. In agreement with findings of Ma et al.,[140] a
transition from a collapsed to an extended main-chain conformation was observed with
increasing molecular weight. Interestingly, in the collapsed state, just below the transition to
extended, substantial permeability of the coating to an amino acid derivative was observed,
while a macromolecular glycoprotein was strongly repelled (Fig. 2.5b).
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Figure 2.5. pOEGMA main-chain conformation within non-fouling brushes. (a) Kinetics of
pOEGMA brush growth from mixed self-assembled monolayers (containing a certain fraction
of polymerization initiators χSol) on gold. Ellipsometry thickness plotted against χSol and time
shows that the rate of brush grown increases more rapidly at longer polymerization times.
This was attributed to a change from a collapsed to an extended main-chain conformation.[140]
(b) The enzymatic activity of native α-chymotrypsin (αCT) and pOEGMA–αCT conjugates
(towards a small-molecule substrate) in the absence and in the presence of the
macromolecular inhibitor α1-antichymotrypsin (68 kDa). The inhibitory effect of α1antichymotrypsin was observed for all samples, except for those containing a high density of
pOEGMA chains. When the main-chain was collapsed, the enzymatic activity was 100% that
of the native protein in the absence of inhibitor. This signifies that small molecules can easily
penetrate through the pOEGMA coating, while large molecules cannot.[126] x: the number of
linear coated on each protein.
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2.5. Outlook
pOEGMA is an extremely versatile polymer because control of its molecular
characteristics has a predictable effect on the conformation of its main-chain, which can be
either extended or collapsed. This control, and the distinctive physical–chemical
characteristics of pOEGMA in either state, is the common driving force behind its
thermosensitivity properties in solution, its supramolecular assembly features, and its nonfouling properties. Unfortunately, comparatively little information is available on the longterm toxicity and metabolism of pOEGMA in vivo. This important information is crucial
considering that many of the applications of pOEGMA are within the biomedical area. Future
work should thus concentrate on evaluating the biological properties of pOEGMA, with
emphasis on the influence of co-monomer composition and chemical modification, which are
commonly investigated parameters to alter its properties. Finally, considering the non-specific
nature of the physical driving force behind of the conformation changes observed for
pOEGMA, which mostly involve steric hindrance and amphiphilicity of the side-chains, this
contribution may serve as starting point for evolving new platforms of responsive and
functional comb-type polymers based on other types of monomers.
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3.1. Introduction
Tethering polymers to surfaces represents the cornerstone of a wide range of
applications, including the stabilization of colloids/biomolecules and the preparation of
functional coatings.[106,149-157] For instance, the modification of therapeutic proteins with
monolayers of linear poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), a process referred to as PEGylation, is the
current benchmark for increasing protein stability and for prolonging their circulation
lifetime.[158-159] In many cases, the relative permeability of molecules through the polymer
monolayer towards the surface is a crucial design parameter influencing efficacy. For example,
PEG monolayers grafted to L-asparaginase, used for the treatment of acute lymphoblastic
leukemia,[160] should reject proteins from the immune system while simultaneously permitting
the facile transit of the small substrate L-asparagine to the enzyme’s active site.[158-159,161]
Unfortunately, despite the prevalence of protein-tethered polymers in the pharmaceutical and
biomedical sector, a detailed analysis of the permeability properties of such monolayers is
difficult.[162]
In this work, a simple 1H NMR spectroscopy and the catalytic properties of αchymotrypsin (αCT) were used to analyze the conformational/permeability properties proteinbound monolayers of poly(oligoethyleneglycol monomethylether methacrylate) (pOEGMA),
a biocompatible polymer of current interest.[124,163] pOEGMA is an emerging comb-shaped
derivative of PEG that possesses unique conformational properties which have lead to its use
in peptide/protein PEGylation[164-170] and for the development of effective non-fouling
coatings.[106,155] For instance, while PEG adopts a random coil conformation in solution,
comb-polymers can behave either as compact ellipsoids or as (semi)rigid cylinders as a
function of backbone and side-chain lengths.[171] Based on its solution behavior, it is
hypothesized herein that the aspect ratio of pOEGMA can be accurately tuned on the surface
of a protein to generate well-defined monolayers with potentially distinct permeability
characteristics.
The conformation and packing of protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers was
conveniently analyzed through >100 unique conjugates of pOEGMA and αCT by 1H NMR
spectroscopy and was correlated to the permeability characteristics of the polymer monolayer,
established using the particular bio-analytical characteristics of αCT. More specifically, this
protein displays catalytic activity towards substrates of differing size, which can be used to
probe the influence of size on ease of access to the enzyme’s catalytic site. Through the
detailed molecular picture of the behavior of pOEGMA on the surface of a protein, new
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insight into the design of other therapeutic bioconjugates and non-fouling coatings with
selective permeability properties is provided, which are of use in broad fields of application.

3.2. Materials and Methods

3.2.1. Materials
2-Amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-diol

(Tris),

calcium

chloride,

α-

chymotrypsin (αCT) from bovine pancreas, α1-antichymotrypsin (human) , sodium phosphate
dibasic anhydrous and di-sodium hydrogen phosphate were purchased from AppliChem
(Axon Lab AG) and used as received. 2,2‘-bipyridine, 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide, copper(I)
bromide, copper(II) bromide, α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, dithiothreitol (DTT),
guanidinium HCl, iodoacetamide, milk casein (sodium salt), N-Benzoyl-L-tyrosine pnitroanilide (BTpNA), N-Succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide, oligoethylene glycol
monomethyl ether methacrylate (OEGMA; average Mn 188, 300, 475, 950, 1100 Da), pepsin
(2188 U.mg–1 protein), sinapinic acid, trichloroacetic acid, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and
trypsin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Buchs, Switzerland) and used as received.
Deuterium Oxide was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used as received.
All solvents were of the purest grade available.
3.2.2. Equipment
Organic analytical size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements were
performed in DMF containing 0.01 M LiBr using a Viscotek TDAmax system (Viscotek,
Houston, TX) equipped with a differential refractive index detector, a low-angle lightscattering detector, and a right-angle light-scattering detector. Absolute molecular weights
were reported. Separation was achieved using two Viscotek columns (CLM 3047) in series at
a flow rate of 1 mL.min–1 at 45 ºC. Aqueous SEC measurements were performed in 100 mM
phosphate buffer (pH = 6.8) using a Viscotek TDAmax system (Viscotek, Houston, TX)
equipped with differential refractive index detector, a low-angle light-scattering detector, and
a right-angle light-scattering detector. Absolute molecular weights were reported. Separation
was achieved using three Viscotek columns (CLM 3016) in series at a flow rate of 0.7
mL.min–1 at 35 °C. Activity tests were conducted using an Infinite M200 microplate reader
(Tecan Ltd.). An Ultrafextreme instrument (Bruker) was used in linear mode for MALDITOF MS analysis.
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3.2.3. Synthesis of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates
3.2.3.1. Preparation of αCT macro-initiators
αCT macro-initiators were prepared following a modified procedure from Lele et al
(Bioconjugate Chem, 2005, 6, 3380). αCT (500 mg, 0.02 mmol of protein; 0.28 mmol of εNH2 groups in lysine residues) was dissolved in 100 mM phosphate buffer (50 mL, pH 8). An
appropriate amount of 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide (10 – 250 eq. relative to protein) dissolved
in chloroform was added drop-wise to the vigorously stirred enzyme solution. The mixture
was allowed to react at 4 °C for 30 – 150 min and the pH of the reaction mixture was
maintained at 7.5 – 8.0 by addition of 100 mM NaOH. The degree of modification was altered
by changing the concentration of 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide. After reaction, the solution was
centrifuged to remove any precipitate and then the activated proteins were purified by
preparative SEC (Sephadex G-25) followed by centrifugal dialysis against water for (MWCO
10 kDa). Purified αCT macro-initiators were isolated by freeze-drying and stored at –20 °C
until used. To determine the number of initiators covalently connected to αCT, the purified
macro-initiators were dissolved in 50 μL water containing 0.1% TFA. 1 μL of this solution
was mixed with 1 μL of matrix (saturated sinapinic acid in 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1%
TFA), the mixture spotted on the target, and then analyzed by MALDI TOF MS using αcyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix (~5 mg.mL–1 in 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1%
TFA); Figure 3.1b. The average number of initiators present was determined by dividing the
increase of molecular weight relative to the native protein by 150 Da, the molecular weight of
the initiating group. Selected samples were also dissolved in acetonitrile:water 1:1 (vol:vol)
and analyzed by nano-electrospray mass spectrometry, which yielded comparable results to
those obtained by MALDI TOF MS. Good control over the grafting density was achieved by
controlling the amount of acylating agent added (Figure 3.2).
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3.2.3.2. Analysis of location of initiator groups by tryptic digestion/ mass spectrometry
Tryptic digestion LC-MS was performed under contract by the Protein Analysis
Group at the Functional Genomics Center Zurich. Native αCT and αCT macro-initiators
(~0.1 mg) were dissolved in 20 μL 6M guanidinium HCl (pH 8) and then 2 μL 500 mM DTT
was added. The mixture was incubated at 37 ºC for 1 h. To the reduced samples, 1.5 μl
iodoacetamide was added and the mixture left in the dark for 30 min at 37 ºC. 10 μL of the
solution of alkylated protein was then added to 450 μL buffer (10 mM Tris, 2 mM CaCl2, pH
8.2), 100 μL trypsin (0.01 μg.μL–1 in 10 mM Tris, 2 mM CaCl2, pH 8.2), and 60 μL
acetonitrile. The digestion was allowed to proceed for 2 h at 50 ºC. The digested samples were
analyzed by MALDI TOF MS using α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix (5 mg.mL–1
in 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA). Despite careful comparative analysis of sequence
coverage between the native and a sparingly modified αCT derivative (x = 2), dominant
fragments unambiguously modified with 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide were not found. This
result points to a random distribution of initiator groups on αCT rather than the preferential
modification of specific locations on the protein.

3.2.3.3. In situ growth of polymer chains from αCT macro-initiators
Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) was used to grow pOEGMA chains
from the αCT macro-initiators in a modified procedure from Lele et al (Bioconjugate Chem,
2005, 6, 3380). In a typical reaction, 50 mg of αCT macro-initiator (0.002 mmol protein;
0.004 mmol initiators, 1 eq.) and OEGMA (0.4 mmol,100 eq.) were placed in a sealed roundbottom flask containing 15 mL 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6) and the solution deoxygenated under a flow of argon. This solution was transferred to a second sealed flask
containing CuBr (2.9 mg, 0.02 mmol, 5 eq.), CuBr2 (4.4 mg, 0.02 mmol, 5 eq.), and 2,2’bipyridine (9.4 mg, 0.06 mmol, 15 eq.) to initiate the polymerization reaction. The
polymerization was allowed to proceed at 4 °C, and at given time points aliquots were
extracted using degassed syringes. The aliquots were exposed to air to quench the
polymerization reaction and diluted in D2O to measure monomer conversion by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. After analysis by 1H NMR spectroscopy, the αCT–pOEGMA conjugates were
purified by centrifugal dialysis (MWCO 30 kDa). When the expected molecular weight of the
conjugate was below 30 kDa, purification was achieved by silica gel chromatography.
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3.2.4. Analysis of molecular weight of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates
Owing to the difficulty in analyzing the molecular weight of protein–polymer
conjugates, this parameter was determined by three complementary techniques: 1H NMR
spectroscopy, SEC, and by UV-Vis spectrometry.

1

H NMR spectroscopy: Because

characteristic peaks of αCT could not be observed in the 1H NMR spectra of purified αCT–
pOEGMA conjugates, the molecular weight of the latter was determined based on monomer
conversion and the known initial ratio of αCT to OEGMA; SEC: The molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution of αCT–pOEGMA was analyzed by aqueous SEC for
conjugates with m ≥ 4–5, whereas conjugates with shorter m were analyzed by SEC in DMF.
Typical chromatograms are shown in Figure 3.1d. UV-Vis spectroscopy: The molecular
weight of αCT–pOEGMA were determined by dissolving known amounts of purified
conjugates in distilled water, and then determining the concentration of αCT in this solution
by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. pOEGMA does not absorb significantly at this
wavelength and thus does not interfere with quantification of molecular weight in this manner.
All three analytical techniques yielded comparable values of molecular weight.

3.2.5. Analysis of initiation efficiency of αCT macro-initiators
To analyze the efficiency of the initiation process, the molecular weight of the
individual pOEGMA chains were analyzed after digestion of a conjugate by pepsin. This
enzyme is known to hydrolyze amide bonds, but not affect ester bonds. Indeed, incubation of
10 mg of free pOEGMA (i.e., not attached to a peptide or protein) in 3 mL 100 mM citric acid
buffer (pH 3) with 2 mL of pepsin (5 mg.mL–1 in 100 mM citric acid buffer, pH 3) at 37 ºC
over a 24 h period did not alter the SEC chromatogram of this polymer (Figure 3.3a). In
contrast, over a 70 h period, the peak in the SEC chromatogram of a selected αCT–pOEGMA
(x, m, n: 4, 8–10, 80), which was pre-denatured at 95 ºC for 10 min, shifted to lower
molecular weight and remained mono-modal (Figure 3.3b). The molecular weight of the
digested peak corresponded to the value expected for initiation at all possible groups on the
protein. These results point to quasi- unitary efficiency of initiation. The polymer chains
should all have comparable lengths (n) within a given conjugate.
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3.2.6. Preparation of αCT–(linear PEG) conjugates
Conjugates of αCT with linear PEG were prepared by reaction of αCT with
monomethoxy polyethylene glycol (5 kDa; mPEG5kDa) bearing an aldehyde (CHO) functional
group. For reductive alkylation, αCT (2 mg, 0.08 μmol, 1 eq.) and mPEG5kDa-CHO (50 mg,
0.01 mmol, 125 eq.) were dissolved in 1 mL 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6) containing 20
mM NaCNBH4. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 16 h at 4 ºC. After the conjugation
reaction, the conjugate was purified by centrifugal dialysis (MWCO 30 kDa) and the number
of conjugated polymer chains determined as for the αCT–pOEGMA conjugates.

3.2.7. 1H NMR spectroscopy.
1

H NMR spectra were recorded in D2O on a Bruker Av400 spectrometer (Bruker

BioSpin, Fällanden, Switzerland) operating at 400 MHz for protons. Each spectrum consisted
of 512 scans, with an acquisition time of 4 s per scan (conventional parameters for smallmolecules).

3.2.8. Thermo-sensitivity of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates.
Solutions of conjugates (5 mg.mL–1 total) in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) were
prepared and the cloud-point measured using an Optimelt MPA100 system (Stanford
Research Systems). The recorded turbidity curve was normalized between 0 and 1 and the
transition temperature defined as that corresponding to a normalized absorbance of 0.5. A
constant heating rate of 1 °C.min–1 was used in all experiments. Equipment used was
supported by Advantage West Midlands and part funded by the European Regional
Development Fund.
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3.2.9. Enzymatic activity of αCT–polymer conjugates.
The enzymatic activity of the conjugates was measured towards three substrates
(Figure 3.5). Benzoyl-L-tyrosine p-nitroanilide (BTpNA): to solutions of αCT or αCT–
polymer conjugates (0.1 mg.mL–1 protein) in 200 μL 100 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.0) in a 96well plate was added 50 μL of a solution of BTpNA (1 mg.mL–1) in DMF at room
temperature or 37 ºC. The evolution of absorbance at 412 nm was recorded over 3 min and the
activity calculated from the initial slope. N-succinyl-L-Ala-L-Ala-L-Pro-L-Phe-p-nitroanilide:
to solutions of αCT or αCT–polymer conjugates (0.01 mg.mL–1 protein) in 100 μL 100 mM
Tris buffer (pH 8) in a 96-well plate was added 25 μL of a solution of substrate (1 mg.mL–1)
in DMSO at room temperature or 37 ºC. The evolution of absorbance at 412 nm was recorded
over 1 min and the activity calculated from the initial slope. Milk casein: to solutions of αCT
or αCT–polymer conjugates (0.1 mg.mL–1 protein) in 100 μL 100 mM Tris buffer (pH 8) in
Eppendorf vials was added 1 mL of a casein suspension (10 mg.mL–1) and the mixture
incubated at room temperature or 37 ºC. After 20 min, the reaction was stopped with 200 μL
of 50% trichloroacetic acid in water. The precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 4 ºC
and the absorbance of 200 μL of supernatant at 280 nm measured.

3.2.10. Inhibition assay with α1-antiCT.
To assess the sensitivity of αCT and αCT–polymer conjugates towards inhibition by
α1-antiCT, the enzymatic activity of αCT and αCT–polymer conjugates was measure as
above, in the presence of 1–3 molar eq. α1-antiCT (added sample solution prior to substrate).
Results for peptide and casein substrate are found in Figure 3.10.

3.2.11. Statistics.
The activity of αCT–polymer conjugates were compared by one-way ANOVA
followed by a Tukey post-hoc test. Differences were considered significant at p < 0.05.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Packing and conformation of pOEGMA within protein-bound monolayers.
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Figure 3.1. (a) 3D parameter space (x, n, m) of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates. >100 unique αCT–pOEGMA
conjugates were prepared by i) activation of αCT with 2-bromoisoburyryl bromide and ii) in situ growth of
pOEGMA chains by atom transfer radical polymerization. Analysis of prepared αCT macro-initiators (b) and
αCT–pOEGMA conjugates (c, d). (b) Analysis of the molecular weight of αCT macro-initiators by MALDITOF MS to determine the average number of initiating groups covalently attached to the protein; (c) Kinetics of
the ATRP process. The polymerization reaction showed the characteristics of a living polymerization reaction
with pseudo-first-order kinetics. In the figure, typical results obtained for x = 4 and the entire series of OEGMA
monomers examined are presented. (d) Typical SEC chromatograms of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates. All
conjugates tested displayed monomodal molecular-weight distributions. Note that in this figure, all
chromatograms were recorded in aqueous media, with the exception of the conjugate with m = 2, which was
measured in DMF.
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As first reported by Matyjaszewski and co-workers,[172-173] a series of pOEGMA–
protein conjugates were prepared by in situ growth of polymer chains directly from the
surface of αCT (Figure 3.1a) by atom transfer radical polymerization, a powerful tool for the
preparation of well-defined polymers and nanostructures.[174] This process yielded >100 welldefined conjugates with unique combinations of grafting density (x ; number of polymer
chains per protein), backbone length (n), and side-chain length (m) . The grafting density was
precisely varied (x = 2, 4, 8, and 12; Figure 3.2, Figure 3.1b) and the location of the amino
groups modified with initiating groups was shown to be random by tryptic digestion/mass
spectrometry. The length of the oligoethylene glycol side-chain (m = 2, 4–5, 8–10, 18–20, and
21–23 oxyethylene units) was varied by selecting the appropriate OEGMA monomer, and the
backbone length was varied between n = ~10–100 monomeric units by sampling the living
polymerization reaction at different times (Figures 3.1c, d). Pepsin is a protease with the
interesting feature of being able to hydrolyze amide bonds within proteins, but not ester
bonds.[175] Selective digestion of the protein component within the conjugates with pepsin
produced pOEGMA–peptide fragments with comparable molecular weights (Figure 3.3)
indicating that initiation of polymerization occurred at all expected sites on the protein.

Grafting density (x)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

0

100

200

300

Mol. eq. 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide

Figure 3.2. Preparation of αCT macro-initiators. Average number of introduced initiator
groups versus amount of acylating agent added. The open symbols represent macro-initiators
not used to prepare conjugates in the following sections.
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Figure 3.3. Pepsin digestion of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates. (a) The molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution of free pOEGMA was not altered by pepsin, indicating that this
enzyme does not hydrolyze ester bonds. (b) The digestion of a αCT–pOEGMA conjugate (x,
m, n: 4, 8–10, 80) resulted in a decrease of molecular weight consistent with initiation at all
initiation groups present on the macro-initiator. This peak is mono-modal, suggesting that all
polymers have similar backbone lengths (n) for a given conjugate.

To analyze the conformation and packing of pOEGMA on the surface of the protein,
the flexibility of the polymer backbone was probed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. It is commonly
observed that a decrease of molecular mobility leads to a loss of signal due to changes of the
characteristic relaxation times of protons within the polymer.[176] Thus, a simple 1H NMR
spectrum recorded under typical conditions used for small molecules contains semiquantitative information on the average (relative) flexibility at different locations on the
polymer without the hassle of a more laborious analysis of the actual relaxation times and
their distribution within a given polymer. This feature was exploited herein to compare the
relative flexibility of the first side-chain methylene group adjacent the polymer backbone
(Peak A, in Figure 3.4a) versus the terminal methyl group on the side-chains (Peak B, in
Figure 3.4a), which is expected to be the most solvated and free group on pOEGMA. A
dimensionless flexibility factor F, defined as F = A ÷ 2/3B, was calculated for each conjugate.
F can vary from a value of 1 for a fully flexible and solvated polymer backbone and tend
towards 0 when it is rigid, extended, and/or collapsed.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Analysis of backbone flexibility. Representative 1H NMR spectrum of an
αCT–pOEGMA conjugate for which polymer backbone flexibility was probed through the
integral of peak A (represent the proton at A in Figure 1a), normalized to the integral of peak
B (represent the proton at B in Figure 1a), which corresponds the most solvated and mobile
group on pOEGMA. (b) Conformation of protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers. Polymer
backbone flexibility estimated by 1H NMR spectroscopy provides insight into the
conformation and organization of pOEGMA within protein-bound monolayers. Increasing
grafting density led to a pronounced loss of flexibility signalling a transition from highly
mobile pOEGMA chains (x = 2) to a dense brush-like pOEGMA monolayer (x ≥ 8). In the
brush regime, it is hypothesized that transitions of the pOEGMA chains from ellipsoidal to
cylindrical take place to minimize inter-chains interactions within the monolayer. Mean ± SD
(n = 3). (c) Cartoon illustrating the idealized organization and selective permeability
characteristics of the four different regimes observed within the 3D parameter space of
protein-bound pOEGMA examined.
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At low grafting density (x = 2) flexibility was initially high (F = ~1) and decreased
linearly with n, independently of side-chain length (Figure 3.4b). This suggests that the
protein-tethered polymer chains are essentially “free” and behave independently of one
another on the surface of the protein (Figure 3.4c). At this grafting density, conformational
changes from ellipsoid to cylinder, while expected based on the behavior of related
polymers,[171] did not lead to a discernible feature in the graph of F versus n.
At intermediate grafting density (x = 4) F was again initially high (~1) at low n,
indicating that the chains remain loosely spread on the surface of the protein. As n increased,
a more pronounced decrease of F compared to that observed for x = 2 was observed due to
partial contact between the polymer chains. The decrease of flexibility was more pronounced
for polymers with longer side-chain lengths m, as expected from the larger “footprint” of
these polymers. Globally, the polymer chains are in a “loose contact” regime (Figure 3.4c)
whereby interactions between protein-bound pOEGMA chains partially restrict their freedom.
At high grafting density (x = 8, 12), the initial flexibility of the backbone (at low n)
was 0.5 < F < 0.8, signaling strong contact between the pOEGMA chains. Such interactions
should force the longest dimension of the polymer along an axis perpendicular to the surface,
i.e., the so-called brush regime for surface-tethered polymer monolayers.[177] F strongly
decreased linearly versus n to a minimal value at n = 20–40, then increased linearly at a more
moderate slope with respect to n (Figure 3.4b). This plot provided an indication that at this
minimal value, pOEGMA changes conformation to minimize inter-polymer contacts. Indeed,
conformational differences as a function of n have been observed for other comb-polymers
such as poly(styrene)-g-oligo(ethylene glycol), which undergo ellipsoid to cylinder transitions
with increasing n.[171] The putative interpretation put forth herein is that the pOEGMA chains,
which initially behave as compact and non-interpenetrated ellipsoids at low n, change
conformation to cylinders beyond n = 20–40. This slightly decreases the footprint of the
polymer on the surface of the protein, but promotes side-chain inter-penetration between
neighboring chains. For dilute solutions of poly(styrene)-g-oligo(ethylene glycol), such a
transition has been shown to occur between n = 8–40,[171] a value which is compatible with
the interpretation put forth above. The n at which the transition from ellipsoid to cylinder was
observed herein decreased with increasing m as well as increasing x (dashed lines in Figure
3.4b), which corroborates the interpretation that confinement of the pOEGMA chains within
the dense monolayer is driving the change of backbone conformation.
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3.3.2. Selective permeability of protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers.
αCT displays catalytic activity towards substrates of differing size. Consequently,
analysis of the activity of αCT–polymer conjugates towards substrates including a single
amino acid derivative (benzoyl-L-tyrosine p-nitroanilide (BTpNA), 405 Da), to a peptide (NSuccinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide, 625 Da), to a protein (casein, 19–25 kDa) provides
information on the relative ease of diffusion of the substrates towards the active site of αCT
within the conjugate. The raw activity values for all conjugates towards all substrates are
plotted as a map in Figure 3.5. Note that the catalytic site on αCT is the same for all three
substrates. Hydrolysis of all three substrates involves cleavage of an amide bond, and the
substrates differ significantly in molecular weight. To identify regions of preferential activity
towards smaller substrates, an “activity ratio” was calculated by dividing the activity of the
conjugates towards either BTpNA (Figure 3.6a) or the peptide substrate (Figure 3.6b) by the
activity towards casein, all measured using established protocols based on the kinetics of
substrate hydrolysis.
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Figure 3.5. Enzymatic activity of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates at room temperature plotted as
a function of grafting density x, backbone length n and side-chain length m. The color scale
represents activity in % relative to native αCT. (a) The activity of the conjugates towards
BTpNA was influenced by n, but not by m. (b) The activity of the conjugates towards the
peptide substrate was influenced by n, but only slightly by m. (c) The activity of the
conjugates towards casein was strongly influenced by both n and m. All graphs plotted to
same color scale. The boundaries between different levels were calculated from linear
projection between data points (black circles), without smoothing, and serve as visual guides.
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Figure 3.6. Molecular sieving of protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers. Regions of
preferential activity towards small substrates such as BTpNA (a) or peptide (b), compared to
large substrates (casein), were observed at room temperature by comparing the relative
activities of each individual conjugate towards the three substrates. For x ≥ 8, the brush–
ellipsoid regime determined by NMR spectroscopy coincides with regions showing strong
preferential activity towards small substrates (in blue). Color maps established as linear
projections between data-points (black dots are the mean of n = 3).
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At low grafting density (x < 8; i.e., in the “free” and loose contact regimes), none of
the conjugates displayed any particular preference for small or large substrates, as indicated
by activity ratios close to 1 (Figures 3.6a, b top). However, at high grafting density (x = 8, 12;
i.e., in the brush regime) a zone of preferential activity towards small substrates was observed
for n < ~35–40 (Figures 3.6a, b bottom). In this region, the preferential activity ratio reached a
maximum of ~10 for BTpNA ÷ casein and ~3 for peptide ÷ casein. Interestingly, this zone
(defined by x, n, and m) coincided with the pOEGMA monolayer being in a brush–ellipsoid
conformation (Figure 3.4b) and was observed for both BTpNA and the peptide substrate,
indicating that this phenomenon does not result from specific substrate–conjugate interactions.
The lower preferential activity ratio observed for the peptide substrate (versus BTpNA)
further points to a size-dependence of the phenomenon. From these experiments, it appears
that protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers in brush–ellipsoid conformation possess
pronounced selective permeability, or “molecular sieving” properties. Similar results were
obtained at 37 ºC (Figure 3.7, for clarity an alternative presentation of data can be found in
Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7. Molecular sieving of protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers at 37 ºC. Regions of
preferential activity towards small substrates such as BTpNA (b) or peptide (c), compared to
large substrates, were observed at 37 ºC by comparing the relative activities of each individual
conjugate towards the three substrates. The observed regions are comparable to those
observed at room temperature.
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Figure 3.8. Molecular sieving of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates. By plotting the activity ratio
BTpNA/casein, regions of preferential activity (blue) towards small substrates become
evident when the grafting density is high (x ≥ 8) and when m ≥ 8–10.
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3.3. 3. Phenomenological interpretation.
The “molecular sieving” properties observed in the brush–ellipsoid regime result from
the formation of a densely packed monolayer of compact ellipsoids on the surface of αCT. In
contrast to monolayers with lesser inter-pOEGMA interactions (i.e., in the “free” and loose
contact regimes, Figures 3.4c), the dense brush–ellipsoid monolayers effectively block the
passage of biomacromolecules (Figure 3.6), despite the fact that the length of the backbone is
quite low (n < 20–40). The ellipsoidal shape of the pOEGMA chains, as illustrated
conceptually in Figure 3.4c as hexagonally packed hard circles, yield a comparatively small
barrier to permeation by small molecules, likely due to the presence of finite gaps within
monolayer between polymer chains. Such gaps are observed in the 2D hexagonal packing of
non-interpenetrated circles and can account for down to ~9% of the surface area.[178] The gaps
should be smallest just prior to the transition of the pOEGMA chains from ellipsoids to
cylinders (i.e., strongest inter-polymer interactions), and is consistent with the maximum
preferential activity towards small substrates observed in this region. By changing
conformation from ellipsoidal to cylindrical, the inter-penetration of polymer side-chains
closes these gaps, thus yielding an effective diffusion barrier to small and large molecules
alike, as a function of their hydrodynamic radius.
The pOEGMA monolayers in the “free” and loose contact regime were obtained at
low grafting densities and mainly when the side-chains were short (m ≤ 4–5). For these more
disordered monolayers, trends comparable to those observed for linear polymers were
observed. That is, permeability towards small and large molecules alike was restricted with
increasing grafting density and pOEGMA backbone length.[179] The lack of significant
preferential activity towards small molecule substrates is consistent with the observations
made with a conjugate of αCT bearing 9–10 chains of linear 5 kDa PEG chains (~1.8 for
BTpNA ÷ casein and ~1.2 for peptide ÷ casein; Table 3.1). It should be noted that higher
degrees of modification with linear PEG were not possible. Protein-bound linear PEG is
expected to adopt a random-coil or a mushroom conformation depending on grafting
density.[180] Assuming αCT to be a sphere with a 2 nm radius,[181] the brush–ellipsoid regime
was observed at grafting densities of one pOEGMA chain per 4.2–6.3 nm2 (x = 12 and 8,
respectively) in combination with m ≥ 8–10 and n ≤ ~35–40. These guidelines, in combination
with analysis by 1H NMR spectroscopy (when possible for soluble conjugates), should be
used to prepare molecular sieving coatings for other applications.
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3.3.4. Molecular sieving for “smart” PEGylation.
In addition to the comb polymers discussed above, other architecturally complex
polymers such as double-branched PEG, polysaccharides, and hyperbranched polymers have
shown beneficial properties for the modification of proteins.[179,182] Unfortunately, little
systematic modulation of the structure of these polymers has been examined. In a recent study,
Wurm et al.[182] have observed only a small effect of polymer architecture on bioactivity
within a library of hyperbranched poly(glycerol)–protein conjugates. In their study however,
grafting density is quite low and their findings corroborate those herein at low grafting
densities. It therefore appears evident that manifestations of polymer architecture on protein
bioactivity only become pronounced at very high grafting densities, where inter-polymer
interactions direct organization of the polymer within the monolayer.
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Figure 3.9. “Molecular sieving” for “smart” PEGylation of proteins. The competition of α1antiCT for the active site of αCT was examined as model for recognition by biomolecules
such as immune system components. The inhibitory effect of α1-antiCT was observed for all
αCT–polymer conjugates, except for those within the brush regime. The conjugate in the
brush–ellipsoid regime possessed the full catalytic activity of the native enzyme, despite being
modified with 12 polymer chains. Mean ± SD (n = 3). Samples analyzed: “free” (x = 4, n = 25,
m = 8–10); loose contact (x = 12, n = 35, m = 4–5); brush–ellipsoid (x = 12, n = 25, m = 8–10);
brush–cylinder (x = 12, n = 55, m = 8–10). (Star denoted statistically significant difference at
p = 0.05). x is the grafting density of the polymer on the surface of the protein.
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To assess the usefulness of specific zones within the conformation diagram of proteinbound pOEGMA monolayers for the PEGylation of proteins, the catalytic activity of selected
conjugates towards BTpNA was measured in the presence of α1-antichymotrypsin (α1antiCT), a competitor for the active catalytic site on the protein.[183] This glycoprotein is
known to bind αCT in a strong 1:1 complex devoid of catalytic activity and was used herein
to simulate recognition by biomacromolecules, such as immune system components or
proteases. As seen in Figure 3.9, one equivalent of α1-antiCT completely inhibited the activity
of the native enzyme. As α1-antiCT is a large molecule (~ 68 kDa), it was rationalized that the
polymer monolayers could, in certain conformations, selectively block this protein, while
nevertheless admitting a small molecule substrate to the active site of αCT. Four αCT–
pOEGMA conjugates were selected from within different parts of the conformational
diagrams above as representative of “free”, loose contact, brush–ellipsoid, and brush–cylinder
regimes (see figure caption for specific x, n, m of the conjugates). Based on the results from
the previous sections, the first two conjugates were expected to be sensitive to α1-antiCT
while the latter two not. The results presented in Figure 3.9 confirm this expectation.
Remarkably, due to the “molecular sieving” effect discussed above, the conjugate in the
brush–ellipsoid regime displayed ~100% of the catalytic activity of the native enzyme, despite
the fact that it bore 12 polymer chains, and was completely insensitive to α1-antiCT. The
conjugate in the brush–cylinder regime displayed similar properties, but had lower activity
due to closure of the gaps between the POEGMA chains.

Table 3.1. Numerical data for αCT–(linear PEG) conjugates at 37°C.
# of chains
Polymer

mPEG5kDa-CHO

Activity (%)

Mn,SEC

NMR

UV

(kg.mol–1)

10

9

69.0

PDI
BTpNA Peptide
1.14

75 ± 2

49 ± 2

Casein
41 ± 1

As a control, a conjugate of αCT bearing 8–9 linear chains of PEG (shown in Table
3.1) was prepared and also showed a marked decrease of activity upon addition of as little as
1 eq. of α1-antiCT (Figure 3.9). Comparable results were observed for the other two
substrates (Figure 3.10). It should be noted that the activity of certain conjugates towards
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BTpNA was higher than 100%. This phenomenon has been previously reported for trypsin as
resulting from a micro-environmental effect.[184] These combined results indicate proteinbound pOEGMA monolayers within the brush–ellipsoid conformation are of significant
interest for the PEGylation of proteins whose activity involves small molecules, which
includes the ever expanding list of anti-cancer enzymes.[158] It should be noted that some of
the enzymatic activity tests were performed in the presence of small amounts of organic
solvent (DMF, DMSO; for substrate solubility), which may potentially influence polymer
conformation. Nevertheless, the correspondence between transitions observed in the activity
maps (Figure 3.6) and polymer conformation (in pure aqueous media, Figure 3.4b), in
addition to the corroborating evidence for molecular sieving from Figure 3.9, appears to rule
out a strong influence of these amounts of organic solvent on the results presented.
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Figure 3.10. Inhibition of αCT, αCT–pOEGMA, and αCT–mPEG conjugates by α1antichymotrypsin. The enzymatic activity towards the peptide (a) and towards casein (b) was
strongly affected by the inhibitor, except for the conjugate within the brush–ellipsoid regime
identified in the main manuscript. Mean ± SD (n = 3). Samples analyzed: “free” (x = 4, n = 25,
m = 8–10); loose contact (x = 12, n = 35, m = 4–5); brush–ellipsoid (x = 12, n = 25, m = 8–10);
brush–cylinder (x = 12, n = 55, m = 8–10). (Star denoted statistically significant difference at
p = 0.05)
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3.3.5. Temperature-induced conformational changes to protein-bound pOEGMA.
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Figure 3.11. Thermo-sensitivity of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates. (a) The cloud-point of αCT–
pOEGMA conjugates decreased with increasing m, though was largely independent of n. (b)
The cloud-point of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates decreased with grafting density x. Color maps
established as linear projections between data-points (black dots are the mean of n = 3).

pOEGMA is a thermo-sensitive polymer[124] that undergoes a coil to globule
transition at a temperature known as the cloud-point, which is influenced by the length of the
side-chain m, though not that of the backbone,[116,124] and concentration.[116] To rule out the
influence of thermo-sensitivity on the transitions observed above, the cloud-points of all
conjugates were measured. This was deemed particularly necessary considering that the high
grafting density of pOEGMA on the protein creates an artificially high local concentration of
polymer, which should depress the cloud-point of these polymers significantly, as observed
on particle surfaces elsewhere.[135] Stimuli-sensitive protein–polymer conjugates are notably
receiving increasing interest in a variety of fields.[185] The cloud-points measured for the
conjugates were consistent with those previously reported for pOEGMA in solution[116,124]
(Figure 3.11a) and were all well above 37 ºC, with the exception of αCT–pOEGMA
conjugates with m = 2, which had cloud points ~20–30 ºC. These low values prompted their
exclusion from the flexibility analysis shown in Figure 3.4b owing to possible
misinterpretation. Increasing the grafting density of αCT–pOEGMA conjugates (m = 8–10)
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from x = 2 to 12 lead to an impressive depression of the cloud-point by ~20 ºC (Figure 3.11b),
confirming the high local concentration of pOEGMA on the surface of αCT.[116] Overall, the
thermo-sensitivity of pOEGMA can be ruled out as cause for the transitions observed in
Figure 3.4b.

3.4. Conclusions
This work constitutes the first elucidation of the conformation/permeability diagram of
protein-bound pOEGMA monolayers and provides a detailed and systematic investigation of
how the aspect ratio of protein-tethered polymers can be modulated to predictably tune
protein bioactivity. 1H NMR spectroscopy was a simple, rapid, and accessible tool for
screening the conformational state of protein-bound pOEGMA. As the permeability of most
pOEGMA monolayers cannot be analyzed in the same fashion as for αCT herein (i.e., due to
a lack of substrates of differing size), NMR spectroscopy should serve as a tool of importance
for directing monolayer design towards the brush–ellipsoid regime through the flexibility
factor F. This regime showed a not previously described molecular sieving effect which is
inaccessible using other modern PEGylation strategies or using conventional linear
polymers.[179,186-187] This study point notably to the importance of grafting density and opens
the door for more systematic evaluations of surface-bound polymer monolayers with complex
architectures. The guidelines established herein may be applicable to other proteins for the
development of new optimized therapeutic agents and stress the yet largely untapped
parameter of polymer architecture in bioconjugate design. In addition, the same guidelines
provide insight into the design of other functional coatings with selective permeability to
small molecules for wide-ranging applications in the biomedical field.
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Note: Mi Liu designed and conducted the study. Franziska Zabel (University Hospital Zürich)
assisted to perform the animal experiments.
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4.1. Introduction
Many advances in biotechnology can be linked to the development of robust methods
for producing well-defined functional polymers. For instance, anionic polymerization has
yielded one of the first well-defined linear polymers, α-methoxy-poly (ethylene glycol)
(mPEG), variants of which have profoundly marked the pharmaceutical sector as protective
coatings for protein drugs.[62,188-189] Controlled radical polymerization has also permitted the
design

of

numerous

macromolecular

drugs,

polymer–drug,

and

polymer–protein

conjugates.[190] The state-of-the-art of tailored polymer synthesis is currently evolving, the
controlled polymerization of functional monomers has become commonplace,[174] and new
tools for preparing polymers with defined sequences and topologies continue to emerge.[191-192]
In comparison to neutral linear polymers, functional and architecturally complex, i.e., nonlinear, polymers offer numerous additional opportunities for enhancing the potential of
therapeutic proteins, but have only recently drawn attention in therapeutics. Maynard and coworkers have shown that basic fibroblast growth factor could be stabilized by covalent
conjugation with a heparin-mimicking polymer containing styrene sulfonate and
oligo(ethylene glycol) monomethyl ether methacrylate (OEGMA) units.[193] The conjugate
was stable to a variety of environmentally and therapeutically relevant stressors such as heat,
acid, storage, and proteases. Keefe and Jiang showed how a poly(zwitterionic) polymer
grafted to α-chymotrypsin strongly stabilized the latter, even towards strong denaturants, via
non-covalent interactions between the polymer and the protein.[194] Unfortunately, in vivo
studies are scarce. Leroux and co-workers recently demonstrated that the functionality of
different polymers grafted to proline-specific endopeptidases could be manipulated to
stabilize and alter the dwell time of orally administered enzymes at different locations in the
gastrointestinal tract.[195] Such studies are crucial because trends and observations made in
vitro often do not correlate with in vivo observations.[196] This is in part due to the complex
and potentially unpredictable nature of the interactions between the conjugate and
components of the body.
Our group has recently discovered that comb-shaped pOEGMA chains with welldefined aspect ratios could generate a molecular sieving effect in vitro when grafted to the
surface of a protein.[126] Within a certain regime of polymer characteristics, small molecules
could easily diffuse through the coating towards the catalytic site of an enzyme (i.e.,
maintaining high activity), while macromolecules were simultaneously blocked. This
selective permeability phenomenon, which cannot be emulated with linear mPEG, could be of
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exceptional value for reducing the immunogenicity of recombinant, non-human-derived
therapeutic enzymes without hindering catalytic processing of small molecules. One protein
that falls into this category is L-asparaginase (ASNase), an enzyme that is used for treating
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. This protein was one of the first to be modified with mPEG
because of its propensity to cause severe hypersensitivity reactions (up to 20–30% of
patients)[197] or suffer from “silent inactivation” by the neutralizing or opsonizing
antibodies.[198-199] Modification of ASNase with mPEG in part overcomes these problems,[200]
however, a key problem is that antibody responses against mPEG–ASNase continue to occur
in ~18% of patients.[201-203] In the present study, a molecular sieving pOEGMA coating was
optimized for ASNase. In a head-to-head comparison with mPEG–ASNase, pOEGMA–
ASNase was ~100-fold less recognized by anti-ASNase antibodies than mPEG–ASNase and
3,000-fold less than the native protein, with a commensurably low loss of activity. In addition,
pOEGMA extended the circulation time of ASNase even in mice previously sensitized to
ASNase. The semi-permeability characteristics of the coatings were consistent with the phase
diagram of protein-bound pOEGMA, which demonstrates that one can design optimal
pOEGMA coatings for proteins with little trial-and-error. Polymer architecture, via the combshaped nature of pOEGMA, is a potent parameter for optimizing the bioactivity of therapeutic
proteins.

4.2. Materials and methods

4.2.1. Materials.
E. coli L-asparaginase (ASNase) was purchased from Afine Chemicals Limited. 2Amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-diol (Tris), sodium phosphate dibasic anhydrous, and
di-sodium hydrogen phosphate were purchased from Axon Lab AG. α-Methoxy poly(ethylene
glycol)-ω-propionaldehyde (mPEG, 5 kDa) was purchased from JenKem Technology.
Streptavidin-coated 96-well microlates were purchased from Thermo Scientific Inc.
Streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase was purchased from BD Biosciences. 1× 3,3',5,5'tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) ELISA Substrate Solution was purchased from Ebioscience.
Nunc Plate Maxisorp 96WL 0.4ML CS60 439454 was purchased from Labplanet. 1-Step
Slow TMB – ELISA Substrate was purchased from Pierce. Anti-ASNase antibody conjugated
with HRP and anti-ASNase antibody conjugated with Biotin were purchased from
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Antibodies-online. o-Pathaldialdehyde was purchased from Fluka. 2,2 ′-bipyridine, 2bromoisobutyryl

bromide,

copper(I)

bromide,

copper(II)

bromide,

α-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid, iodoacetamide, oligoethylene glycol monomethyl ether methacrylate
(OEGMA; average Mn 475 Da), α-methoxy-poly(ethylene glycol) (Mn = 2 kDa), sodium azide,
sodium hydroxide, biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG, Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter unit
with Ultracel-30 membrane, Asparaginase activity assay kit (MAK007), and 2mercaptoethanol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Deuterium oxide
was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. All solvents were of the purest grade
available.

4.2.2. Equipment.
High-performance liquid chromatography was performed using a LaChrom Elite
series instrument (Hitachi High Technologies, Mannheim, Germany) equipped with
XBridgeTM column (C18, 5 μm, 4.6 × 250 mm). Detection was achieved using a HITACHI L2480 fluorescence detector. Aqueous analytical size-exclusion chromatography was
performed in 0.3 wt% sodium azide using a Viscotek TDAmax system (Viscotek, Houston,
TX) equipped with a differential refractive index detector, a low-angle light-scattering
detector, and a right-angle light-scattering detector. Absolute molecular weights were reported.
Separation was achieved using three Viscotek columns (CLM 3016) in series at a flow rate of
0.6 mL·min–1 at 35 °C. Absorbance spectra of microplates were recorded using an Infinite
M200 microplate reader (Tecan Ltd.). Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-offlight mass spectra were obtained with a Bruker Ultrafextreme instrument used in linear mode.
1

H NMR spectra were recorded in D2O using a Bruker Av400 spectrometer operating at 400

MHz for protons.

4.2.3. Methods

4.2.3.1. Preparation of ASNase macro-initiators
E. coli ASNase was purchased from Afine Chemicals Ltd and de-salted before use. The
synthesis, purification and characterization ASNase bio-conjugates follows a robust procedure
adapted from the original work of Lele et al.[204]
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ASNase macro-initiators were prepared following a modified procedure as previously
reported and the number of initiators introduced on the surface of protein was analyzed by
MALDI-TOF MS.[126] Briefly, ASNase (350 mg, 2.5 µmol of protein) and α-methoxy
poly(ethylene glycol) (5 kDa, 3 g, used as a stabilizer for the protein during the reaction) was
dissolved in 100 mM phosphate buffer (100 mL, pH 8). An appropriate amount of 2bromoisobutyryl bromide (2000 – 4000 eq. relative to protein) dissolved in chloroform was
added drop-wise to the vigorously stirred enzyme solution. The mixture was allowed to react
at 4°C for 30 – 150 min and the pH of the reaction mixture was maintained at 7.5 – 8.0 by
addition of 100 mM NaOH. The degree of modification was altered by changing the
concentration of 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide. After the reaction, the solution was centrifuged
to remove any precipitate and then the activated proteins were purified by preparative sizeexclusion chromatography (Sephadex G-25) followed by centrifugal dialysis against water
(MWCO 30 kDa). Purified ASNase macro-initiators were isolated by freeze-drying and stored
at –20 °C until used. To determine the number of initiators covalently connected to ASNase,
the purified macro-initiators were analyzed by MALDI TOF MS. The average number of
initiators present was determined by dividing the increase of molecular weight relative to the
native protein by 150 Da, the molecular weight of the initiating group. Good control over the
grafting density was achieved by controlling the amount of acylating agent added. ASNase
macro-initiators with grafting densities x = 24, 32, and 36 possessed activities of ~77, 60, and
40%, respectively.

4.2.3.2. Preparation of pOEGMA–ASNase
An exemplary procedure, OEGMA (39.2 μL, ~100 eq.), ASNase macro-initiators
(3.75 mg, x = 32, 1 eq. ), and α-methoxy-poly(ethylene glycol) (2 kDa, 39 mg) were dissolved
in degassed 1.5 mL phosphate buffer (pH 6, 100mM). This solution was transferred into an
argon-filled flask containing CuBr (1.2 mg, ~10 eq.)/2,2’-bipyridine (2.64 mg, ~20 eq.) and
allowed to react at 4 °C. At give times, the reaction was quenched by exposure to air. The
protein–polymer conjugates were purified by centrifugal dialysis (MWCO = 30 kDa). And
then the conjugates were freeze-dried and stored at –20 °C until used.
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4.2.3.3. Preparation of mPEG–ASNase
ASNase (20 mg, 1.45 × 10 –4 mmol, 1 eq.) and α-methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-ωpropionaldehyde (1 g, 0.2 mmol, ~1400 eq.) were dissolved in 4 mL 100 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 6.0) containing 20 mM NaCNBH3. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 48 h
at 4 °C. After this period, the conjugates were purified by centrifugal dialysis (MWCO 30
kDa) and the number of conjugated polymer chains determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy by
integration of the ethylene glygol backbone peak relative to a known amount of
dimethylsulfoxide added to the NMR tube.

4.2.3.4. Analysis of molecular weight of pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates
Owing to the difficulty in analyzing the molecular weight of protein–polymer
conjugates, this parameter was determined by three complementary techniques: 1H NMR
spectroscopy, SEC, and by UV-Vis spectrometry.

1

H NMR spectroscopy: Because

characteristic peaks of ASNase could not be observed in the 1H NMR spectra of purified
pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates, the molecular weight of the latter was determined based on
monomer conversion and the known initial ratio of ASNase to OEGMA; SEC: The molecular
weight and molecular weight distribution of pOEGMA–ASNase were analyzed by aqueous
SEC. UV-Vis spectroscopy: The molecular weight of pOEGMA–ASNase was determined by
dissolving known amounts of purified conjugates in distilled water, and then determining the
concentration of ASNase in this solution by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. pOEGMA
does not absorb significantly at this wavelength and thus does not interfere with quantification
of molecular weight in this manner. All three analytical techniques yielded comparable values
of molecular weight.
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4.2.3.5. In vitro catalytic activity
ASNase and ASNase bio-conjugate catalytic activity was assayed by the formation
of aspartate hydroxamate from Asn and hydroxylamine (aspartyl transferase activity). 20 µL
of a 50 µg·mL–1 (protein) aqueous enzyme solution was added to 1 mL Tris-HCl buffer (100
mM, pH 7.4) containing 20 μM Asn and 400 μM hydroxylamine. The mixture was incubated
at 37 °C for 30 min, after which 700 µL of ferric chloride agent (5% ferric chloride, 1 M HCl,
4% trichloroacetic acid) was added. Aspartate hydroxamate forms a colored complex with
ferric chloride that can be quantified at 500 nm.[205]

4.2.3.6. In vitro recognition by anti-ASNase antibodies
Streptavidin-coated 96-well microplates (Pierce®) were rinsed with 3 × 200 µL wash
buffer (25 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.25% bovine serum albumin, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 7.2)
after which 100 µL of biotinylated anti-asparaginase antibody (10 µg·mL–1) wash buffer was
added and incubated for 2 h room temperature. The wells were rinsed with 3 × 200 µL wash
buffer after which 100 µL of serial dilutions of native ASNase (1 µg·mL–1 to 1 pg·mL–1) were
incubated for 30 min at room temperature to obtain a response curve. Thereafter, 100 µL of
either mPEG–ASNase or pOEGMA–ASNase (1 µg·mL–1) were analyzed in the same manner
and the value compared to this response curve. The wells were rinsed with 3 × 200 µL wash
buffer, and 100 µL horseradish peroxidase-labeled anti-asparaginase antibody (4 µg·mL–1 in
wash buffer) was added and incubated for 30 min. After a final rinse with 6 × 200 µL wash
buffer, 100 μL 1-Step Slow TMB-ELISA Substrate Solution was added. After exactly 10 min,
50 μL 2N HCl was added and absorbance of each well was measured at 450 nm.

4.2.3.7. Pharmacokinetics in naïve mice
All animal protocols we approved and conducted according to the guidelines of the
Cantonal Veterinary Office Zurich. Groups of three female BALB/c mice (25 g) were
administered either 80 or 800 IU·kg–1 of either ASNase, pOEGMA–ASNase (x = 32, n = 17),
or mPEG–ASNase (x = 42) in 100 µL sterile saline by intra-peritoneal injection. One
international unit (IU) of activity is defined herein as the amount of enzyme that catalyzes the
formation of 1.0 mmole of Asp per min at 25 °C. Approximately 50 µL blood was sampled
from the tail vein repeatedly over 28 days, and was immediately centrifuged for collection of
serum that was stored frozen (–80 °C) until analyzed.
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4.2.3.8. Blood analysis
Bioactivity of native ASNase and polymer modified ASNase was measured with an
Asparaginase Activity Assay Kit (MAK007, Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s
recommended protocol. The concentrations of Asn and Asp in mice serum were analyzed
using pre-column derivatization high performance liquid chromatography according to a
method modified from Bidlingmeyer and described in the section 4.2.3.9.[206] Blood antibody
titers were measured by sandwich ELISA as described in the section 4.2.3.11.

4.2.3.9. Monitoring of Asn and Asp concentration in serum by HPLC
The concentrations of Asn and Asp in mice serum were analyzed using pre column
derivatization high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method modified slightly
from Bidlingmeyer[206]. Serum samples (7.5 μL) were deproteinized with 30 μL ice-cold
acetonitrile. The solution was vortexed and then centrifuged. 25 μL of the supernatant was
mixed with 5 μL 20% SDS in water and 25 μL 0.4 M sodium borate (pH 9.5). Thereafter, 50
μL o-pathaldialdehyde/2-mercaptoethanol derivatization solution (prepared by dissolving 50
mg of o-pathaldialdehyde in 1.25 mL of absolute methanol, followed by the addition of 50 μL
of 2-mercaptoethanol and 11.2 mL of 0.4 M sodium borate, pH 9.5.) was added and mixed
thoroughly. After 1 min, 50 μL of 1 M sodium acetate (pH 7.2) was added, the mixture
filtered through 0.25 μm PTFE filters, and analyzed by HPLC. A gradient elution (Table 4.1)
with a flow rate of 1 mL·min–1 was employed and analytes were separated with a XBridgeTM
C18 reverse-phase column (5 μm, 4.6 × 250mm) and detected by fluorescence (λex = 340 nm
and λem =450 nm). Aminoadipic acid was used as internal standard and calibration curves
were used to quantify amino acid concentrations in serum. A typical HPLC chromatogram is
shown in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.1. Condition of HPLC analysis in in vivo activity studies.
Time (min)

0

100 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5 (%)

0.2

35

40 58

59

60

100 91.5 89.5 85 30 100 100

Acetonitrile (%)

0
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4.2.3.10. Sensitization to ASNase and ASNase bio-conjugates and enzymatic activity in
sensitized mice
Groups of five female BALB/c mice were immunized on days 0, 15, 29, and 43 by
subcutaneous injection of 100 µL of a sterile saline solution containing either 20 or 200 µg
protein content in ASNase, pOEGMA–ASNase (x = 32, n = 17), or mPEG–ASNase (x = 42).
All vaccine preparations also containing 0.6 wt% Alhydrogel® (Brenntag Biosector). Blood
was collected on days 28, 42, and 71 as described above. On day 72, all mice from the low
dose groups were administered 800 IU·kg–1 of the corresponding ASNase or ASNase bioconjugate in 100 µL sterile saline by intra-peritoneal injection, and blood was sampled for
measurement of Asn metabolism as described above.

4.2.3.11. Blood antibody titers
100 μL native ASNase (10 μg·mL–1), mPEG–ASNase (30 μg·mL–1) or pOEGMA–
ASNase (300 μg·mL–1) in carbonate–bicarbonate buffer (50 mM, pH 9.5) were separately
used to coated wells of a 96-well ELISA microplate. These conditions led to the
immobilization of equal (protein) amounts of the different forms of ASNase. Different
dilutions of serum samples were added and incubated for 1h, after which time anti-mouse IgG
conjugated with biotin was added and incubated for 1h. Afterwards, 100 μL streptavidin–
horseradish peroxidase was added into each well and incubated for 1h. After washing, 100 μL
TMB solution (sensitive one, 1× TMB Substrate Solution, eBioscience, inc.) was added and
the reaction was stopped by adding of 2 N HCl, and the absorbance read at 450 nm with a
microplate reader.

4.2.3.12. Statistics
Means from pharmacokinetics data were compared by one-way repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey post hoc test. Differences were
considered significant at p < 0.05.
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4.3. Results

4.3.1. Molecular sieving pOEGMA–ASNase bio-conjugates.

Figure 4.1. Preparation of well-defined pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates. (a) Tetrameric
ASNase possesses 92 amino groups (lysine residues and N-termini in red) that are evenly
distributed on the solvent-exposed surface of the protein. 19 unique pOEGMA–ASNase
conjugates were prepared by activation of a certain number (x) of these amino groups with 2bromoisoburyryl bromide, followed in situ growth of different length (n) pOEGMA chains by
atom transfer radical polymerization. (b) Analysis of the molecular weight of ASNase macroinitiators by MALDI-TOF MS to determine the average number of initiating groups per
protein. (c) Representative SEC chromatograms of pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates, mPEG–
ASNase, and native ASNase. All conjugates tested displayed monomodal molecular-weight
distributions.
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ASNase, Figure 4.1a, is a tetrameric protein that possesses four identical catalytic sites
that transform L-asparagine (Asn) into L-aspartic acid (Asp). As seen in Fig. 4.1, the solventexposed amino groups (lysine and N-termini in red) are uniformly distributed on the surface
of the protein and were converted into initiators for atom transfer radical polymerization. The
degree of modification was controlled (Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.2) to generate three ASNase
macro-initiators bearing x = 24, 32, and 36 initiators per protein tetramer. These values were
targeted based on the expectation that a polymer density of at least one pOEGMA chain per
~4 nm2 of protein surface is required to observe the sieving effect.[126] The polymerization of
an OEGMA monomer with 8–10 oxyethylene units was initiated from these sites. Growing
polymers directly from proteins is a powerful approach for generating complex bioconjugates[204,207] and offers the advantage of producing a series of comparable bio-conjugates
differing uniquely in the length of the polymer backbone (n). The length of the polymer
backbone was controlled by taking aliquots at various time points and stopping the
polymerization (Figure 4.3). The 19 unique bio-conjugates obtained showed monomodal sizeexclusion chromatograms (Fig. 4.1c). The molecular weight characteristics of the pOEGMA
chains were determined by three complementary methods and can be found in Table 4.2. One
ASNase conjugate bearing ca. 40 chains of mPEG (5 kDa) was produced for comparison.
This grafting ratio is in the range expected of commercially available mPEG–ASNase
conjugates.
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Table 4.2. Molecular weight characteristics of polymer–ASnase conjugates
Molecular weight (kg·mol–1)
x

n

Mn,NMR Mn,UV

Mn,SEC

PDI

(NMR)
24

11

263

241

284

1.50

24

14

297

262

323

1.53

24

18

343

305

388

1.49

24

20

366

341

414

1.51

24

25

423

389

492

1.52

24

43

628

650

585

1.67

32

12

320

280

301

1.34

32

14

350

340

382

1.36

32

17

396

380

432

1.41

32

22

472

440

451

1.43

32

28

563

520

575

1.36

32

33

639

701

663

1.49

32

48

867

918

719

1.63

36

12

343

250

287

1.27

36

14

377

320

344

1.30

36

18

445

430

400

1.42

36

20

480

510

503

1.38

36

34

719

760

826

1.39

36

44

890

870

948

1.41

40

mPEG

348

320

393

1.70
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Figure 4.2. ASNase macro-initiator. The number of initiatiors for ATRP introduced onto the
protein (x) can be systematically adjusted via the feed ratio of 2-bromoisoburyryl bromide to
protein.

ln([M]0/[M]t) (Conversion of monomers)

0.6

x = 24
x = 32
x = 36

0.3

0.0
0

2
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Time / h

Figure 4.3. Kinetics of the ATRP process. The polymerization reaction showed the
characteristics of a living polymerization reaction, with pseudo-first-order kinetics (M:
monomer).
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Figure 4.4. Molecular sieving characteristics of pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates. (a)
Representative

1

H NMR spectrum of a pOEGMA–ASNase conjugate with peaks

corresponding to “A” and “B” from Figure 1a identified. (b) Analysis of the flexibility F of
the pOEGMA backbone permits the identification of the transition between ellipsoidal to
cylindrical at the local minimum of the curve (arrow). (c, d) Enzymatic activity and antiASNase binding affinity of ASNase–polymer conjugates, both relative to native ASNase,
plotted as a function of polymer backbone length n. mPEG–ASNase is shown as a line and a
symbol in the center of the graph for ease of comparison. Mean ± SD (n = 3).
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As a comb-shaped polymer, pOEGMA can adopt either an ellipsoidal or a cylindrical
shape as a function of increasing backbone length n.[208] These two states result from the
backbone being either in an collapsed or an extended conformation, a parameter which can be
probed by 1H NMR spectroscopy via peaks “A” and “B” (Figs. 4.1a and 4.4a). As “A” is in
close proximity to the backbone (Fig. 4.1a), its integrated value, which becomes less than
expected in a rigid un-solvated environment, can be used to estimate its mobility. For this, a
reference mobile and solvent-exposed group that integrates for its expected value, such as “B”,
is required. Fig. 4.4b plots the dimensionless flexibility factor F, calculated from A and B (F
= 3A ÷ 2B), which varies between 1 when the backbone is fully solvated and flexible to zero
when it is un-solvated and rigid. The abrupt decrease of F followed by an increase as a
function of n is characteristic of protein-bound pOEGMA undergoing an ellipsoid-to-cylinder
transition. The transition, identified by arrows in Fig. 4.4b, is then projected as a dashed line
in Figs. 4.4c,d. Optimal molecular sieving characteristics were previously observed at n just
below the transition between these two conformations.[126] In accordance with this prediction,
the catalytic activity of the bio-conjugates was largely unaffected by n in the ellipsoidal
regime, but decreased at the transition and continued to decrease thereafter (Fig. 4.4c).
Shielding of epitopes assayed with anti-ASNase antibodies decreased exponentially with n
with little or no distinction between the two states of pOEGMA (Fig. 4.4d). In comparison to
native ASNase, mPEG–ASNase was 1.5 times less catalytically active and 25-fold less
recognized by anti-ASNase antibodies. A pOEGMA–ASNase conjugate with optimal semipermeability characteristics (x = 32, n = 17) was only 3 times less active than the native
protein, but was 3000-fold less recognized by anti-ASNase. Thus, in relation to the small
decrease of activity observed between the mPEG and pOEGMA bio-conjugates, the gain in
epitope shielding in vitro, and potential for lower immunogenicity in vivo (vide infra), is
enormous.
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4.3.2. Circulation time and bioactivity of ASNase in vivo.
Having demonstrated that grafting of pOEGMA did not eliminate the catalytic activity,
which indicated that the quaternary structure and the dynamics of ASNase were not
disrupted,[209] pharmacokinetic experiments were performed. Here, 800 IU·kg–1 of either
ASNase, mPEG–ASNase, or pOEGMA–ASNase (x = 32, n = 17) were administered in saline
by intra-peritoneal injection to groups of three BALB/c mice. Blood was withdrawn at regular
intervals from the tail vein for analysis of residual ASNase catalytic activity and for analysis
of the concentration of Asn and Asp. The spectra of HPLC measurement are shown in Figure
4.5. The calibration curves of Asn and Asp concentration in serum are shown in Figure 4.6.
According to the results, native ASNase was rapidly cleared from the body, as
evidenced by the complete loss of activity within 1–2 days (Fig. 4.7a). Both mPEG–ASNase
and pOEGMA–ASNase displayed sustained activity and depletion of blood Asn below the
limit of detection (250 nM) for ca. 14 days. Only small differences were observed between the
two conjugates around day 21, indicating that despite the expected compact conformation of
the pOEGMA backbone in its ellipsoidal state, the hydrodynamic volume of the conjugate is
sufficient for extended circulation. The increase of blood Asp corroborates that depletion of
Asn is occurring according to the expected catalytic mechanism. A lower dose group,
receiving 80 IU·kg–1, was also investigated and yielded comparable conclusions (Fig. 4.7b).
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Figure 4.5. Quantification of L-asparagine (Asn) and L-aspartic acid (Asp) in serum by HPLC.
Representative chromatograms of (pre-column derivatized with o-pathaldialdehyde/2mercaptoethanol) serum and serum spiked with 0.25 mg·mL–1 ASNase to demonstrate
conversion of Asn to Asp. Conversion of L-glutamine (Gln), a known substrate for ASNase,
to L-glutamic acid (Glu) is also observed. Aminoadipic acid was used as internal standard.
Fluorescence detection (λex = 340; λem = 450).
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Figure 4.6. Calibration curves for L-asparagine and L-aspartic acid in serum. The limit of
quantification and detection of Asn are 500 and 250 nM, respectively.
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Figure 4.7. Pharmacokinetics of ASNase and ASNase bio-conjugates. (a) 800 IU·kg–1 or (b)
80 IU·kg–1 of ASNase, mPEG–ASNase, or pOEGMA–ASNase were administered and the
catalytic activity, L-asparagine (Asn) concentration, and L-aspartic acid (Asp) concentration
monitored in blood samples taken at different intervals. The ASNase bio-conjugates showed
similar profiles demonstrating that pOEGMA can convey long circulation to proteins, despite
being in a compact conformation. Mean + SD, n = 3. Stars denote statistically-significant
differences with respect to the natural ASNase activity of blood or to the initial concentration
of Asn or Asp (Tukey, p < 0.05). When data points are superimposed, only a single star is
shown for clarity.
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4.3.3. Epitope shielding in vivo.
To assess the efficiency with which the polymers shielded epitopes on ASNase,
BALB/c mice were immunized with either ASNase or ASNase bio-conjugates using
aluminum hydroxide as adjuvant (Fig. 4.8a). Groups of five mice received 20 µg (protein
content) of native ASNase, mPEG–ASNase, or pOEGMA–ASNase (same conjugates as
above) by subcutaneous injections. Four injections were done with two week intervals. Blood
was withdrawn on days 28, 42, and 71, and IgG titers towards either ASNase or the bioconjugate itself were measured. In comparison to the native protein, immunization with
mPEG–ASNase and pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates stimulated significantly lower antiASNase IgG (Fig. 4.8b,c; orange bars). The results also revealed that immunization with
pOEGMA stimulated ~20-fold lower anti-ASNase IgG titers than immunization with mPEG–
ASNase, and ~1,000-fold lower than with the native protein. To compare the relative levels of
antibodies raised against the conjugates themselves, ELISA plates were coated with mPEG–
ASNase or pOEGMA–ASNase (Fig. 4.8b,c; blue bars). The amounts of absorbed native
ASNase and ASNase conjugates were verified in order to guarantee that the same amount of
protein content was coated into each well, which permits comparisons to be made. On day 28,
i.e., two weeks after the second immunization, low titers of anti-mPEG–ASNase-specific IgG
were determined, while no pOEGMA–ASNase-specific IgG was detected (Fig 4.8b). On day
71, one month after four immunizations, low conjugate-specific IgG titers were detected for
both formulations, but the titer was approximately 20 times lower in serum from mice
immunized with pOEGMA–ASNase. Similar results were observed in serum taken on day 42
(Fig. 4.9). These results demonstrated the effectiveness of the comb-shaped polymer in
shielding epitopes of ASNase in the adaptive environment of the body. This result is also
interesting in light of recent reports that antibodies can be raised against the polymer
component (e.g., mPEG) of bio-conjugates and mPEG–ASNase itself.[210-211] For robustness,
the sensitization experiment was repeated by administrating a higher dose of analyte (200 µg
protein per injection) into ASNase-naïve mice according to the same schedule as above (Fig.
4.8a). The 10-fold increase in ASNase dose resulted in a general 3–4-fold increase of IgG
titers in all samples analyzed, but again with pOEGMA–ASNase producing much lower titers
than mPEG–ASNase and native ASNase (Fig. 4.10). It should be noted that sensitization was
promoted by an adjuvant and that a much lower immune response is to be expected in its
absence.
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Figure 4.8. Development of new antibodies in vivo. (a) Experimental timeline used to
sensitize BALB/c mice with either native ASNase, mPEG–ASNase (x = 42), or pOEGMA–
ASNase (x = 32, n = 17). (b,c) IgG titers at days 28 and 71. Double stars indicates that signal
in undiluted serum was undetectable. (d) Comparison of pharmacokinetic profiles of
unsensitised (filled symbols, from Fig. 3a) and sensitized mace administered ASNase and
ASNase bio-conjugates on day 72. Mean + SD (n = 5). Single stars denote statistically
significant differences with respect to the natural concentration of Asn (Tukey, p < 0.05).
When data points are superimposed, only a single star is shown for clarity.
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Figure 4.9. Development of new antibodies in vivo. Mice were sensitized by subcutaneous
injection of 20 µg (protein) of either native ASNase, mPEG–ASNase (x = 42), or pOEGMA–
ASNase (x = 32, n = 17) on days 0, 15, 29, and 43. IgG titers were measured on day 42.

Figure 4.10. Development of new antibodies in vivo. Mice were sensitized by subcutaneous
injection of 200 µg (protein) of either native ASNase, mPEG–ASNase (x = 42), or
pOEGMA–ASNase (x = 32, n = 17) on days 0, 15, 29, and 43. IgG titers were measured on
days 28 (a), 42 (b), and 71 (c). Double stars indicates that signal in undiluted serum was
undetectable.
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4.3.4. Bioactivity of ASNase in ASNase-sensitized mice.
Long-term treatment with ASNase can produce unwanted antibody responses
against the enzyme. This may compromise the biological activity of the therapeutic enzyme.
To assess the biological activity of ASNase in such a sensitization model, mice have received
the multiple doses ASNase, mPEG–ASNase, or pOEGMA–ASNase according to Figure 4.8a,
then received an intra-peritoneal injection of 800 IU·kg–1 of the corresponding ASNase
formulation four weeks after the last of four immunizations. Prior to injection, Asn
concentrations in blood were normal and the sensitizing ASNase preparations had no residual
enzymatic activity. As seen in Fig. 4.8d, native ASNase was unable to maintain full depletion
of blood Asn beyond the first 3 hours after injection, while the effect of mPEG–ASNase was
sustained between 3 hours and 3 days. Normal Asn levels were observed by day 7 for both
native ASNase and mPEG–ASNase. The half-life of mPEG–ASNase was therefore
significantly shorter than that observed in non-sensitized animals, and was similar to native
ASNase (cf. Fig. 4.7a). In contrast, pOEGMA–ASNase depleted blood Asn for a time period
of 3 to 7 days, and the recovery of the normal Asn concentrations was obtained between day 7
and 14. This result suggests that pOEGMA conveys better stealth-like characteristics to
ASNase than does mPEG, even after repeated dosing.

4.4. Discussion and conclusions
Most studies reported to date involve the site-specific conjugation of a single
pOEGMA chain to a protein[164-165,167] rather than the conjugation of multiple pOEGMA
chains over its entire solvent-exposed surface. Despite the fact that pOEGMA coatings
composed of numerous chains are well-known to efficiently repel the adsorption of proteins to
solid surfaces, such as gold,33,34 the application of this strategy to protect proteins themselves
has met little attention. The dissuading dogma is the expected strong negative effect multiple
polymer conjugation will have on the protein’s bioactivity because of obstructed interaction
with its binding partners, substrates, etc.[179] To our knowledge, Magnusson et al.[166] have
presented the only in vivo study of the shielding efficacy of multiple pOEGMA chains on a
protein, recombinant human growth hormone. The beneficial properties observed, however,
were attributed to enhanced stability and prolonged pharmacokinetic profile, which
counterbalanced the expected loss of activity, rather than to an intrinsic characteristic of nonlinear polymers or pOEGMA itself. Thus, the most significant contribution herein is the
demonstration of the particularity of pOEGMA, which can be conveniently and rationally
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manipulated to address the dogma of loss of activity, even in the complex environment in vivo.
This is an important finding because many non-human derived proteins, including ASNase,
possess numerous epitopes or enzyme-sensitive segments that can be responsible for
treatment failure if they are not adequately shielded.[209,212] Thus, they absolutely require
multiple polymer conjugation due to the inability of a single (or a few) polymer chains to
adequately shield these problematic parts of the protein.[150,213]
In summary, this study is the first in vivo demonstration of how polymer architecture,
via the comb-shaped nature of pOEGMA, provides a unique design parameter for optimizing
therapeutic proteins in vivo. The combined properties of effective epitope shielding with
proportionately low loss of activity are inaccessible by conventional “PEGylation” using
linear polymers. Using ASNase as a model therapeutic protein, the designed pOEGMA bioconjugate outperformed the state-of-the-art mPEG–ASNase control (of similar catalytic
activity) by being less immunogenic and providing a more sustained activity in sensitized
animals. This shows promise for long-term therapies involving pOEGMA-modified proteins.
Importantly, observations were consistent with predictions made from the phase diagram of
protein-bound pOEGMA.[126] This guided the design of optimal semi-permeable coatings
alongside convenient spectroscopic analysis of polymer conformation. This implies that one
can easily design optimal pOEGMA coatings for proteins with little trial-and-error. One
caveat is the limitation to therapeutic proteins that target soluble substrates small enough to
penetrate through the pOEGMA coating. This makes the findings above most applicable to
enzymes such as asparaginase, methioninase, arginine deiminase, arginase, uricase, etc.[158]
Nevertheless, the presented strategy also provides new opportunities for emerging classes of
therapeutics, such as small-molecule-binding proteins,[214] and as non-fouling coatings for
small-analyte biosensors.
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5.1. What is the most significant finding of this thesis?
The most significant finding of this thesis is the establishment of clear guidelines for
the creation of semi-permeable pOEGMA coatings for proteins and their exploitation for the
optimization of the performance of a therapeutic protein in vivo. This finding could be
obtained via the following other important findings/contributions (Figure 5.1):
1) The conformation of protein-bound pOEGMA can be conveniently characterized by
1

H NMR spectroscopy.

2) This permitted the construction of the first conformation/permeability diagram of
pOEGMA bound to α-chymotrypsin.
3) This was used to optimize, in vitro, pOEGMA coatings for a more complex and
structurally unrelated protein, L-asparaginase (ASNase).
4) The optimal pOEGMA–ASNase conjugate significantly outperformed the mPEG–
ASNase conjugate control in terms of lower immune response and more sustained
bioactivity.
As a whole, the findings above rest on the analysis of more than 120 unique bioconjugates composed of pOEGMA and two structurally distinct proteins. The same guidelines
were applicable to both proteins. This suggests that our observations may be applicable to
other proteins whose bioactivity involves small molecules.
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Figure 5.1. Summary of the major findings of this doctoral thesis. 1) 1H NMR spectroscopy can be applied to
measure the conformation of protein-bound pOEGMA. A flexibility factor F can be calculated for the polymer
backbone from peaks “A” and “B” (F = 3A / 2B) and provides information on its conformation. 2) By preparing
and characterizing >100 pOEGMA–αCT conjugates, a detailed picture of the behavior of pOEGMA on the
surface of a protein was obtained. Correlating the catalytic properties of pOEGMA–αCT to pOEGMA
conformation yielded a permeability–conformation phase diagram. 3) The therapeutic protein ASNase was
modified with pOEGMA coatings. 19 pOEGMA–ASNase conjugates were prepared and the permeability–
conformation guidelines established in (2) held true. 4) The optimal pOEGMA–ASNase conjugate was evaluated
in vivo by comparing with native ASNase and mPEG–ASNase conjugate. pOEGMA–ASNase elicited a lower
immune response and more sustained bioactivity, even in sensitized mice, relative to mPEG–ASNase or the
native protein.
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5.2. What is the major limitation of this thesis?
The first major limitation of this work is the requirement that the activity of the protein
involve small molecules. It is thus inapplicable to proteins whose bioactivity involves the
chemical transformation or binding of large ones. Examples of these include proline-specific
endopeptidases, recombinant human growth hormone, continuous erythropoietin receptor
activator, immunoglobulin G, etc. However, it should nevertheless be mentioned that the
described work remains applicable to a variety of enzymes currently in use or under
investigation. These include methioninase, arginine deiminase, arginase, uricase, etc.[215-219]
Furthermore, it is also applicable to emerging technologies such as small-molecule binding
proteins[217,220-226] which could, for example, be used as in vivo scavengers for undesirable
molecules.
The second major limitation is the requirement for a high grafting density of
pOEGMA chains on the surface of the protein to obtain efficient protection. In the case of
ASNase, grafting of pOEGMA via the statistical process employed likely led to the
modification of the lysine (Lys162)[227] residue on the binding loop adjacent its catalytic site
(Figure 5.2). This in turn led to a loss of activity which was proportionate to grafting density,
something not observed for α-chymotrpysin in Chapter 3. One approach for overcoming this
caveat would be to employ protein engineering to selectively replace known problematic
lysine residues with non-reactive ones, such as arginine.
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Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of pOEGMA–ASNase conjugate. Green represents the
catalytic site, yellow the binding loop, and red the lysine residues potentially modified via the
random acylation reaction employed for grafting pOEGMA chains. Importantly, binding loop
mobility is required for catalytic activity to be observed. We suspect that modification of
Lys162, on the binding loop, with pOEGMA is partially responsible for loss of activity.

5.3. What makes this work different from the work of others?

Many parameters affect the performance of protein─polymer conjugates. For instance,
the site on the protein selected for grafting the polymer, the number of polymer chains per
protein, the molecular weight of the polymer, the structure of the polymer, etc.[60-61] Over the
last decade or so, the main trend in the field has been the site-specific grafting of single or a
select few polymers to proteins.[79-82,143,150,172] The main impetus for this strategy is that the
grafting site can be selected so that the selected polymers have a minimal effect on the
proteins’ bioactivity. Specific examples of the site-selective modification of proteins with
pOEGMA include salmon calcitonin,[81,143] myoglobin,[80] and green fluorescent protein.[79]
Indeed, the site-specific polymer-modification strategy is most applicable to human, humanderived, or humanized proteins, which are not expected or designed to illicit immune
identification. However, proteins derived from non-human sources are likely to contain
immune epitopes that are ineffectively shielded by this “minimalistic” modification approach.
Thus the approach investigated herein significantly differs from current research trends in that
it seeks to cover as much of the surface of the protein as possible. By controlling the semi89
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permeability properties of the pOEGMA coatings, however, we have managed to circumvent
the expected strong loss of bioactivity of the protein. This thesis therefore provides new
insights for the optimization of immunogenic proteins.

5.4. What is left to be done?
Although pOEGMA is composed of linear mPEG, which is a compound that is
generally regarded as safe and a component of FDA approved protein–polymer conjugates, it
differs in that its main chain, a poly (methacrylate), is hydrophobic and non-biodegradable. In
addition, pOEGMA is a relatively new polymer and knowledge about its toxicology,
biological fate, and metabolism is largely lacking. Ryan et al. have evaluated the cytotoxcity
of pOEGMA and linear mPEG by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay and by haemolytic
assay of rat red blood cells. The results indicated that none of the systems possessed
significant cytotoxicity.[81] Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no systematic in vivo toxicity or
metabolic studies involving pOEGMA or its protein bio-conjugates have been conducted.
In principle, the short mPEG side-chains in pOEGMA can break away from the
methacrylate backbone due to hydrolysis, a process that could even be promoted by esterases.
Therefore, ultimately, even high molecular weight pOEGMA could potentially be eliminated
by renal filtration in the form of short mPEG and poly(methacrylic acid). However, studies
regarding the kinetics of this process as well as the toxicity of the intermediate species formed
during biodegradation, i.e., partially hydrolyzed pOEGMA, should be performed.

5.5. How will this work benefit society?
The work presented in this thesis may benefit society on a number of levels. Firstly,
the guidelines established for optimizing pOEGMA coatings can accelerate the pre-clinical
development of new bio-conjugates of therapeutic proteins and thus reduce research and
development costs. This may in turn reduce healthcare costs and make new therapeutics more
rapidly available to the general population.
In Chapter 4, we have developed an optimal form of ASNase, a protein that is part of
the frontline treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). ALL is a blood cancer that is
the major form of malignancy in children and has high incidence in several countries,
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including Switzerland. Considering the medical importance of ASNase, the intellectual
property surrounding its use in a polymer-modified form is quite dense. The most probably
manner in which the research specifically performed in Chapter 4 can rapidly benefit society
will be to establish collaborations with current patent-holders of ASNase–mPEG (Oncospar®
from Enzon) for translation of this research into more advanced studies.
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List of abbreviations
αCT

α-chymotrypsin

αanti-CT

α-antichymotrypsin

ADA

adenosine deaminase

ALL

acute lymphoblastic leukemia

ASNase

L-asparaginase

Asn

asparagine

2-BiB

2-bromoisobutyryl bromide

Asp

aspartic acid

ATRP

atom transfer radical polymerization

BMP7

bone morphogenic protein 7

BSA

bovine serum albumin

BTpNA

N-Benzoyl-L-tyrosine p-nitroanilide

CERA

continuous erythropoietin receptor activator

CHB

chronic hepatitis B

dGAPDH

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

DTT

dithiothreitol

ELISA

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

EPO

erythropoietin.

G-CSF

granulocyte colony-stimulating factor

GH

growth hormone

Gln

L-glutamine

Glu

L-glutamic

Hb

hemoglobin

HC

hepatitis C

HPMA

N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide

HPLC

high-performance liquid chromatography

IGF-1

insulin-like growth factor I

IgG

immunoglobulin G

LCST

lower critical solution temperature

LDH

lactate dehydrogenase

LSF

lumbar spinal fusion

acid
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Lys

lysine

MALDI

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

mPEG

α-methoxy-poly(ethylene glycol)

MS

mass spectrometry

NCS

neocarzinostatin

NIPAM-GMA

N-isopropyl acrylamide–glycidyl methacrylate

NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

OEGMA

oligoethylene glycol monomethyl ether methacrylate

PAA

poly(acrylic acid)

PCB

poly(carboxybetaine)

PEHMA

poly(2-ethylhexylmethacrylate

PEG

poly(ethylene glycol)

PEPs

proline-specific endopeptidases

PGA

poly(glutamic acid)

PG1

poly-(3,5-bis(3-aminopropoxy)benzyl)-methacrylate

PL

poly(lysine)

PMAA

poly (methacrylic acid)

PNIPAAM

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

pOEGMA

poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate)

PVCL

poly(N-vinyl caprolactam

RA

rheumatoid arthritis

rEA

recombinant exotoxin A

rPA

recombinant protective antigen

sCT

salmon calcitonin

SEC

size-exclusion chromatography

SK

streptokinase

SMA

poly(styrene-co-maleic acid/anhydride)

SOD

superoxide dismutase

TFA

trifluoroacetic acid

TFN

tibial fracture nonunion

TMB

1× 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine

Tris

2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-diol

UCST

upper critical solution temperature
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